Making Headlines

**Whanganui student Singapore bound**

From Wanganui Chronicle
Published 10:22 30/12/2016

The former Whanganui High School student is studying towards a bachelor of science (technology) at the University of Waikato.

**Sea lettuce - a gift from the sea?**

From SunLive
Published 14:12 29/12/2016

Sea lettuce festoons the shoreline at this time of year and Priority One and the University of Waikato is using its unwelcome arrival to test ways of encouraging regional innovation. ... The three students will take on different aspects of the sea lettuce, with Suzy Twaddle of the University of Waikato looking at its potential uses. ... The project is based at the University of Waikato's Coastal Marine Station at Sulphur Point.

**Driven to change: How to cut the road toll**

From New Zealand Herald
Published 05:23 29/12/2016

His suggestion was backed by University of Waikato traffic psychologist Robert Isler.

**Eel not be right: Mass fish deaths at lake under investigation**

From Hawke's Bay Sun
Published 20:29 15/12/2016

University of Waikato lake restoration specialists were also hired to work on a computer modelling project to find solutions for the lake’s ecological crises.

**Waiwhakareke Natural Heritage Park finalist for restoration award**

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 12:07 15/12/2016

A member of Tui 2000 Inc. accepted the finalist certificate at the conference dinner on behalf of the Waiwhakareke partners: Nga Mana Toopu O Kirikiriroa, Hamilton City Council, the University of Waikato and Wintec.
New history brings Massey University to light

From North Harbour News
Published 12:05 15/12/2016
Also from North Harbour News

Hailing from Hamilton, Belgrave did his first degree at Waikato University and completed his PhD at Victoria University of Wellington.

Martin Thrupp: Global rankings best viewed at arm's length

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 15/12/2016
Also from NZ Herald National, NZ Herald Politics

Professor Martin Thrupp is head of Te Whiringa, school of educational leadership and policy at the University of Waikato.

The Panel with Gary McCormick and Jonathan Krebs (Part 1)

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:03 14/12/2016

Al Gillespie of Waikato University discusses the end of the battle for the Syrian city of Aleppo.

Rotorua boys among prestigious scholarship winners

From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 11:57 14/12/2016

Tipene will next year begin working towards a Bachelor of Arts at Waikato University.

Hawke's Bay firm sells stake to net big business

From Hawke's Bay Today
Published 13:30 13/12/2016

The system was developed in collaboration with the University of Waikato’s business school of management which makes regular reviews.

Pedal power now so much easier in Hamilton

From Dominion Post
Published 07:16 13/12/2016

When she was teaching at Waikato University she found she needed to leave very early to catch two buses.
Graduating Toi Ohomai and University of Waikato students take over Tauranga CBD

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 21:00 12/12/2016

Toi Ohomai and University of Waikato Tauranga students took over the CBD with gowns, caps and predominately gold and blue hoods for their graduation march through town.

Shortage of sopranos affects Knox Church choir

From Otago Daily Times
Published 06:04 12/12/2016

The Dunedin soprano started a voice scholarship at the University of Waikato in Hamilton this year and was learning from opera star Dame Malvina Major.

Green Party criticises health minister’s stance on sugary drinks tax

From The Press
Published 18:40 08/12/2016

He said he was waiting for the results of two other studies on sugary drinks taxes, one from Waikato University and one from the University of North Carolina. The Waikato University study report would not be ready until the end of 2018.

Perseverance pays off

From Otago Daily Times
Published 06:03 08/12/2016

"I am learning now a solo flute work by Waikato University composer Martin Lodge.

Zac Katene Kaupapa Māori Moot champ for 5th consecutive year

From Maori Television
Published 14:01 07/12/2016
Also from Waikato University

Waikato University law student Zac Katene (Ngāti Toa, Ngāti Tuwharetoa) has won the national Kaupapa Māori Moot competition for the fifth year in a row.

Finding natural solutions for wastewater treatment

From Hamilton News
Published 14:11 07/12/2016

Femke Rambags, a PhD student at the University of Waikato who is currently working with NIWA, is part of a team conducting a project to develop an effective system to treat wastewater naturally.
Northland bred lawyers aim high

From Northern Advocate
Published 10:20 06/12/2016

The 23-year-old, who affiliates with Ngatiwai, graduated with an LLB from Waikato University at the end of last year.

Massey back to its roots

From Rural News
Published 06:55 06/12/2016

We know Waikato University is talking about opening another medical school 100 miles from Auckland and I think that is silly and a waste of money.

Shortage of speakers on marae prompts Waikato student's research

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 07:00 06/12/2016

A University of Waikato student is looking at why certain Māori traditions exists and how colonisation has influenced tikanga.

The Panel with Paula Penfold and Mauricio Olmeda-Perez (part 2)

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:05 05/12/2016

Al Gillespie of Waikato University discusses about US President-elect Donald Trump's break with protocol and accepting a call from Taiwan's Tsai Ing-wen.

Maori pressure puts paid to cowboys and indians float

From Waatea News
Published 15:26 05/12/2016

But Dr Leonie Pihama, the director of Waikato University's Te Kotahi Research Institute, says Native American people have been fighting against such racist and demeaning representation for the past 20 years.

Watch NZH Local Focus: M&257;ori loan words making English more Kiwi

From New Zealand Herald
Published 07:53 04/12/2016
Also from Hamilton News News

Waikato University Linguistics researchers are hoping to find out more about Māori words that are integrating with New Zealand English. ... Dr Hēmi Whaanga from Waikato University's Faculty of Māori and Indigenous Studies says the research is another way increasing people's understanding about the "mana of the language."
Former Google star CRAIG NEVILL-MANNING on his new tech project

From National Business Review
Published 04:59 04/12/2016

The former Waikato University student joins Andrew Patterson’s Sunday Business to explain his most recent project.

Finding natural solutions

From The Country
Published 17:00 02/12/2016

Femke Rambags, a PhD student at the University of Waikato who is currently working with NIWA, is part of a team conducting a project to develop an effective system to treat wastewater naturally.

Rereātea- Midday News Bytes 2 December

From Maori Television
Published 11:28 02/12/2016

With the help of funding from an American group, Tom Roa's Māori translation of Alice in Wonderland is being gifted to Māori schools in an event at Waikato University’s Te Kohinga Mārama Marae.

Marae on song for revival

From Waatea News
Published 09:12 02/12/2016

Tiriana Anderson is heading into masters research at Waikato University on Maori tradition on the marae and how colonisation has affected tikanga,

New Māori Alice In Wonderland book to capture young readers

From Maori Television
Published 14:59 01/12/2016

With the help of funding from an American group, Tom Roa's Māori translation of Alice in Wonderland is being gifted to Māori schools in an event at Waikato University’s Te Kohinga Mārama Marae.

Fast online liquor delivery service launched in Hamilton

From Dominion Post
Published 16:39 01/12/2016
Also from Manawatu Standard Business, Southland Times Life and Style, Taranaki Daily News Business

While the on-demand convenience seems like a natural progression for most, Waikato University psychology senior lecturer Neville Robertson said it does come with risks.
Access to justice for indigenous peoples

From LawTalk
Published 16:05 01/12/2016

Dr Valmaine Toki, Waikato University and Expert Member of the United Nations, co-ordinated a highly successful round table comprising some of the world’s leading advocates for indigenous justice on 26 October.

Hamilton City Councillor Siggi Henry accuses health officials of fluoride spin, brainwashing

From Waikato Times
Published 16:35 30/11/2016

She also slammed Waikato University scientists who spoke out against anti-fluoride campaigners’ alleged abuse of science.

Companies tap consumers' willingness to pay for bottled water

From Taranaki Daily News
Published 13:51 29/11/2016


In 2008 University of Waikato master’s student Isabelle Kunze did her thesis on why people buy expensive environmentally-damaging bottled water, inspired by seeing so many students, who should be among those least likely to waste money on fancy water, wandering around campus sipping from fancy bottles of branded water.

Setting up dairy for the next environmental evolution

From NZ Farmer
Published 13:08 29/11/2016

He started a Bachelor of Science and Biology at Lincoln University and then shifted to Waikato University because of its broader content, including ecology.

Hapai Te Hauora welcomes indigenous health professionals to Auckland for the PRIDoC conference

From NZ Doctor
Published 07:56 29/11/2016

Key note speakers include Professor Linda Tuhiiwai Smith, Pro Vice-Chancellor Māori at the University of Waikato, Moana Jackson, Lawyer and Māori rights activist, and Dr Camara Jones, President of the American Public Health Association.
Alexander Gillespie: NZ's end of year report - Could try harder

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 29/11/2016
Also from NZ Herald Opinion

Fidel Castro mixed health gains with appalling human rights records

From Newshub
Published 12:43 28/11/2016

Waikato University international law expert Al Gillespie spoke to mark Sainsbury about the leader's death.

Calls for compulsory driver attitude test as fatal crashes among young motorists increases

From Dominion Post
Published 19:31 27/11/2016
Also from Stuff National News

including the Frontal Lobe Project, conducted with Waikato University in 2006, which showed incomplete brain development in under-25s often led to unsafe decisions, but those could be improved through education.

Laws pits wallabies against lake snow

From Otago Daily Times
Published 10:43 26/11/2016
Also from The Country

ORC chairman Stephen Woodhead said the council scientists were working closely with colleagues at the University of Otago, Landcare and Waikato University.

Watch NZH Local Focus: Recycling Options for Hamilton

From New Zealand Herald
Published 08:00 26/11/2016
Also from Hamilton News News

Waikato University's Sustainability and Environmental Manager, Rachael Goddard says the council's proposals are "a great leap forward".
Honey may help to heal cold sores

From Hamilton News
Published 18:00 25/11/2016
Also from The Country rural health, The Country

Waikato University Pharmacy, Unichem Pharmacy Rototuna and Life Pharmacy Chartwell will all be helping participants in the research.

Four woodwinds at lunchtime

From Gisborne Herald
Published 15:40 24/11/2016

Grout completed her six years of study at Waikato University in 2015, and has graduated with a Bachelor of Music, Honours, Masters and a post-graduate degree in music.

Hives of industry

From Young Country
Published 09:03 24/11/2016

From there, stints travelling overseas were interspersed with study at Waikato University towards a Bachelor of Business Management, and more new business ventures, like banana boat rides and the water skiing business on Lake Taupo, and the industrial hand cleaner business.

From school to work - getting Bay principals into the work force

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 14:53 23/11/2016

The tour included visits to Trustpower's new activities-based head office in Durham St, engineering consultants Beca, and Pathlab, as well as briefings on the new Waikato University campus, and the University of Waikato Adams Centre for High Performance. ... The principals' final call of the day was at the Adams High Performance Centre, where manager Justine Brennan showcased the opportunities that had been created from the strategic partnership between the centre and Waikato University.

Waikato University scientist's cave study aims to measure climate change

From Waikato Times
Published 10:40 23/11/2016

Waikato University school of science senior lecturer Dr Adam Hartland has been awarded an $800,000 grant to study speleothems - commonly known as cave formations - with the aim of measuring rainfall and air temperature variations over the past 10,000 years. ... Hartland is the first Waikato University staffer to be awarded a Rutherford Discovery Fellowship.
Should our Government be welcoming Philippine President Duterte?

From Radio Live
Published 10:49 23/11/2016

Mark Sainsbury talks with Professor Al Gillespie about the short, unofficial visit to New Zealand of President Duterte of the Philippines.

Catherine Chidgey: A second language opens up a whole new world

From Dominion Post
Published 17:22 22/11/2016

She teaches creative writing at MIT and the University of Waikato.

Waikato Uni cybersecurity head says new taskforce will set the country in the right direction

From IT Brief
Published 17:37 22/11/2016
Also from BizEDGE, Security Brief

Dr Ryan Ko, The University of Waikato’s Cybersecurity Programme head, was one of the eight people elected to the taskforce by the government.

Local Rotorua heroes recognised for making a difference

From Rotorua Review
Published 12:10 21/11/2016

Judge Coxhead has also spent time as a senior lecturer at the University Of Waikato School Of Law lecturing in both graduate and post graduate courses.

Health survey results show smoke-free New Zealand obtainable

From Waikato Times
Published 12:06 21/11/2016
Also from Stuff National News

Waikato University professor of population health Ross Lawrenson said the latest health survey results show smoking rates continue to trend downward.

Waikato academics join Waitangi Tribunal

From Waatea News
Published 11:34 21/11/2016

Professor Smith is Pro Vice Chancellor Maori at the University of Waikato, and Professor of Education and Maori development.
Opportunities for Morgan

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 19:00 20/11/2016
Also from NZ Herald National

Dr Patrick Barrett, political science lecturer at Waikato University, said The Opportunities Party was unlikely to change our political system where two parties, National and Labour, dominate a multi-party system.

Transgender teens face uphill struggle at Kiwi high schools

From Southland Times
Published 11:49 19/11/2016
Also from Stuff Lifestyle News

Dr Jaimie Veale from Waikato University has spent years studying transgender health, and said the statistics were even more concerning when it came to mental wellbeing.

Kids cooped up in commuter hell: 'My kids would love to be able to bike or scooter to school and kindy, but ...'

From Waikato Times
Published 13:37 19/11/2016
Also from Stuff National News

The University of Waikato’s Dr Maxine Campbell recently found herself digging out the car keys so she could drop a grandson at school. ... But city design could lend a hand too, University of Waikato senior lecturer in sociology Dr Maxine Campbell says.

Tsunami warnings do not stop thrill seeker

From Hawke’s Bay Today
Published 12:19 19/11/2016

He attends Waikato University and although Hawke's Bay has large swell, he said the biggest wave he has surfed was at Raglan.

Iwi withdraws support for Taranaki land deal

From Radio New Zealand
Published 20:55 18/11/2016

Leonie Pihama, a research director at Waikato University, told the select committee hearing that the land should be returned to Waitara hapū with no strings attached.
Researchers challenge Maori data use

From Waatea News
Published 10:22 18/11/2016

Co-editor Tahu Kukatai from the University of Waikato’s National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis says indigenous researchers in a number of countries are thinking about the ownership, control, access and possession of data.

Indigenous researchers seeking local solutions

From Waatea News
Published 07:51 18/11/2016

One of the organisers, Professor Linda Tuhiwai Smith from the University of Waikato, says the themes addressed by Nga Pae resonate with other indigenous groups, including self determination, the environment, and how to create flourishing whanau, communities, and economic activity.

Online court could enhance access to justice

From LawTalk
Published 17:35 17/11/2016

A Waikato University law academic’s proposal to establish an online court and further increase the monetary threshold of Disputes Tribunals could enable more New Zealanders who are unable to afford legal representation to secure access to justice. ... Mr Arthur teaches legal ethics, mediation, insurance law and advanced civil litigation at Waikato University.

Ensemble concert benefits Save the Children

From Nelson Mail
Published 13:23 16/11/2016

Cellist King, started playing at the age of three and is a graduate of the University of Waikato, the Leopold Mozart Centre and the University of the Arts in Berlin.

Scholarships not limited to large schools

From Opotiki News
Published 11:56 17/11/2016

The largest of the scholarships, from the University of Waikato and worth $25,000, was awarded to head girl Te Aho Jordan. ... She said other students from the college would also be going on to study at Waikato University.

Former Opotiki woman climbs tree for interview

From Opotiki News
Published 11:56 17/11/2016

Having completed her primary school studies at the Waiotahe Valley School, Catherine Kirby, nee Bryan, attended the University of Waikato where she gained a Master of Science degree in environmental science.
The No 8 Wire: Price picks up best-practice award

From: The Country  
Published: 11:30 17/11/2016  
Also from: Hawke’s Bay Today rural

Each year FMG offers two promising students $5000 towards their course fees for each year undergraduate agriculture degree studies at Lincoln, Massey or Waikato University.

Quirky individual named college dux

From: Opotiki News  
Published: 14:29 16/11/2016

Next year, at Waikato University, she will begin a conjoint bachelor’s degree to become a secondary teacher specialising in Maori and Pacific development. ... Clement Black - Jenna Dobie and Gabbie Harte; Isdale - Vyann Kakau; Tu Kahikatea - Myah Wenham; Victoria University Excellence Scholarships - Madeline Dew and Levanna Hoskins; Bay of Plenty Education Trust - Levanna Hoskins; Toi Ohomai - Chavazz Collins; Whakatohea Maori Trust Board, Cultural - Te Ao Marama Koopu; Whakatohea Maori Trust Board, Academic - Matengaro Farrar and Tea Hunia; Waikato University - Te Aho Jordan.

Russell Alexander shares his favourite things about the Waikato

From: Waikato Times  
Published: 09:14 14/11/2016

School complete, he took off for Hamilton and a BMS at Waikato University.

Don’t be Afraid - Donald Trump

From: Radio New Zealand Audio  
Published: 16:47 15/11/2016

What's ahead for the USA with Al Gillespie.

Conference a real buzz

From: Gisborne Herald  
Published: 11:17 15/11/2016

The impact of the honey industry on indigenous biodiversity was the focus of Waikato University student Rachel Nepia’s presentation. ... IMPACT: As part of a national science challenge to protect New Zealand’s biodiversity, improve biosecurity and enhance resilience to harmful organisms, Waikato University student Rachel Nepia is researching impact of the honey industry on indigenous biodiversity.
Alexander Gillespie: Trump policies will reverberate

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 15/11/2016

- Alexander Gillespie is a professor of law at Waikato University.

Trainee teacher beat, stomped on 15-year-old girl's head

From Waikato Times
Published 16:46 14/11/2016
Also from Stuff National News

A trainee teacher at Waikato University beat and stomped on a 15-year-old girl so badly the girl required hospital treatment. ... A probation report revealed Cassidy, a young mother who is studying to be a teacher at Waikato University, was remorseful and had some insight into her offending.

Defence Force survey finds lake hydrothermal activity

From Steam n’ Mud
Published 12:03 14/11/2016

It was last surveyed in 2005 by the University of Waikato.

Safety fears over Tauranga's waterfront tidal stairs

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 12:00 14/11/2016

"A hydrological study of the water flows past the site has been completed by the University of Waikato.

Meet the tech chiefs tasked with changing cyber security in NZ…

From Reseller News
Published 10:06 14/11/2016

Dr Ko is a senior lecturer and head of the cybersecurity programme at Waikato University.

Peter Dornauf: Waikato University no place for bean-counter mentality

From Waikato Times
Published 13:43 13/11/2016
Also from Waikato Times

Specifically it is happening in a place least expected - at the Waikato University, home, one would have thought, of all things intellectual and cultural.
Rotorua duxes look to the future (+video)
From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 15:00 12/11/2016

I'm going to Waikato University to study a Bachelor of Social Sciences.

Scientists 'misrepresent' state of Waikato
From Waikato Times
Published 13:45 07/11/2016

OPINION: University of Waikato Professor Jacqueline Rowarth has declared that the Waikato River is one of the five cleanest rivers in the world in terms of its concentration of nitrate and that the river's nitrate concentrations have improved due to changing farming practices.

Earthquake mega-thrust study gets boost from Rutherford Discovery Fellowship
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 16:28 11/11/2016
Also from Dominion Post News

Dr Baptiste Auguie, Victoria University of Wellington, for research into nano-sized objects Dr Federico Baltar, Otago University, for ocean research Dr Adam Hartland, Waikato University, for research into past climates from cave formations Dr Huw Horgan, Victoria University, for research into the rapid flow of the West Antarctic ice sheet.

Heartland: Dairy - less damage than alternatives
From National Business Review
Published 16:11 11/11/2016

The calculations have been described as flawed by Waikato University's economics professor Frank Scrimgeour, and reassessed with a similar result by the head of research for the New Zealand Initiative Eric Crampton.

Parents urged to keep fitness trackers out of youngsters' hands
From Waikato Times
Published 13:14 11/11/2016
Also from Taranaki Daily News Business, Southland Times Life and Style, Manawatu Standard Business

Marg Cosgriff, a senior lecturer in human development and movement at Waikato University's education faculty, said there was a growing body of research indicating some New Zealand children had "quite concerning" ideas about what it meant to be healthy.
Rutherford Discovery Fellows 2016
From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 12:48 11/11/2016
Dr Adam Hartland, University of Waikato, for research entitled: "Unlocking the karst record: quantitative proxies of past climates from speleothems" ... University of Waikato, Environmental Research Institute ... Adam is currently a Senior Lecturer at the University of Waikato and leads the Waikato Environmental Geochemistry Group (www.wegeochem.com).

Having a go at farm skills
From The Country
Published 11:00 11/11/2016
Law said Owl Farm at St Peter's Cambridge, Hamilton Boys High School's teaching of a rural farming class as part of the NZQA curriculum, and agricultural business and science courses at the University of Waikato are further examples of how farming was becoming publicly valued.

New Zealand Olympian Julian Dean apologetic after conviction for drink driving
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 17:47 10/11/2016
The former Waikato University student also took part in the Tour de France seven times and rode for the US Postal team with disgraced US cyclist Lance Armstrong.

Red meat: Network draws students
From The Country
Published 15:30 10/11/2016
It operates in Otago, Lincoln, Massey, Waikato Universities, Telford and Otiwhiti Land Based Training and is co-ordinated by New Zealand Young Farmers.

New Zealand Olympian Julian Dean convicted for drink driving
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 14:34 10/11/2016
Also from Waikato Times
The former Waikato University student also took part in the Tour de France seven times and rode for the US Postal team with disgraced US cyclist Lance Armstrong.

Following his forefathers
From Gisborne Herald
Published 12:11 10/11/2016
Douglas, a student success co-ordinator at the University of Waikato, played in all 10 of the Mooloos' Mitre 10 Cup matches, captaining the side eight times.
What a Trump presidency means for NZ
From Newshub
Published 05:00 10/11/2016

*Waikato University’s Al Gillespie* says he has reservations about what the future holds.

Government task force to build cyber security skills
From Computer World
Published 13:15 09/11/2016

Dr Ryan Ko, a senior lecturer and head of the cyber security programme at *Waikato University*.

Waikato’s Eco Emporium giving new life to throwaway items
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 12:00 07/11/2016

A *Waikato University* initiative diverting trailer-loads of waste from landfill and teaching students forgotten skills has won international kudos. ... *Waikato University* sustainability co-ordinator Jo Wrigley said more than 40 student volunteers had given their time at the centre and, in the process, picked up new skills. ... Rachael Goddard, *Waikato University’s* environmental and sustainability manager, said the emporium was more than just a secondhand shop helped combat society’s "throwaway culture".

Taskforce created to address shortage of cyber professionals in NZ
From CIO New Zealand
Published 20:05 08/11/2016

He will be joined by seven other representatives from academic and industry: Jo Healey, CEO of Dimension Data; Brent Lewis, principal of Avondale College; Dr Ryan Ko, senior lecturer and head of the cybersecurity programme at *Waikato University*; Kendra Ross, co-founder and director of Duo; Dr Rick Ede, CEO of Unitec; Chris Rutter, head of technology transformation and value management at ANZ Bank; and Tia Greenstreet, head of careers and transition at Wellington College. ... WATCH: Dr Ryan Ko of the *University of Waikato*, talks to CIO New Zealand about working in an area of ICT 'blessed with zero unemployment'

Americans in the Waikato brace themselves for presidential outcome
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 17:52 08/11/2016

Also from Dominion Post Politics, Stuff National News, Dominion Post Politics, Waikato Times News

*Waikato University* political lecturer Daniel Zirker said it is a populist election.
Should we be taking the U.S elections seriously?
From Newswire.co.nz
Published 16:25 08/11/2016

Leadership in such countries can affect everyone in indirect and subtle, yet powerful, ways, according to Waikato University student, Malia Tuamoheloa.

Cyber Security Skills Taskforce established
From Geekzone
Published 11:30 08/11/2016

Dr Ko is a senior lecturer and head of the cybersecurity programme at Waikato University.

Nights' Science - Computer Science
From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 20:12 07/11/2016

Prof. Mark Apperley from the University of Waikato on what happens when humans algorithms such as driving become replaced by computer algorithms.

Rolling Rs, olden-time complaining and inbreeding: Check out this year's most interesting Marsden Fund grants
From Idealog
Published 17:51 07/11/2016

But University of Waikato associate professor Tahu Kukutai will go more in-depth than that, examining how colonisation has also led to a failure to engage indigenous peoples and their narratives in indigenous population histories.

Timaru 'Achilles Heel' for legal aid system, Criminal Bar Association president says
From Timaru Herald
Published 17:05 07/11/2016

The system also came under fire earlier in the year during a speech by former judge Sir Ron Young at Waikato University.

Petition demands removal of protection agency scientist
From NZ Farmer
Published 15:38 07/11/2016
Also from Manawatu Standard Business, Taranaki Daily News Business, Stuff Business News

In response an EPA spokeswoman said, while Rowarth had been appointed in August, she was employed by the University of Waikato until the end of October.
Waikato University researchers push the boundaries of 3D printing

From Waikato Times
Published 15:41 07/11/2016

Pioneering research at *Waikato University* is looking at everyday applications of 3D printing using sustainable materials such as hemp and harakeke (flax). ... *Waikato University* Professor of materials, Kim Pickering, and engineering students have also been experimenting with waste material and using it to reinforce plastic filaments that are then fed through a 3D printer.

Hamilton looks to lure millennials

From Dominion Post
Published 15:34 07/11/2016


Plans to attract millennials are under development by the council with things such as working with developers to get multi-level dwellings into the city centre working with *University of Waikato* and Wintec to ensure greater access to research among them to appeal to the demographic.

Scientists 'misrepresent' state of Waikato

From Waikato Times
Published 13:45 07/11/2016

OPINION: *University of Waikato* Professor Jacqueline Rowarth has declared that the Waikato River is one of the five cleanest rivers in the world in terms of its concentration of nitrate and that the river's nitrate concentrations have improved due to changing farming practices.

Waikato’s Eco Emporium giving new life to throwaway items

From Waikato Times
Published 12:00 07/11/2016

A *Waikato University* initiative diverting trailer-loads of waste from landfill and teaching students forgotten skills has won international kudos. ... *Waikato University* sustainability co-ordinator Jo Wrigley said more than 40 student volunteers had given their time at the centre and, in the process, picked up new skills. ... Rachael Goddard, *Waikato University’s* environmental and sustainability manager, said the emporium was more than just a secondhand shop helped combat society's "throwaway culture".

Marsden funds boost Maori scholars

From Waatea News
Published 07:20 07/11/2016

Associate Professor Tahu Kukutai from *Waikato University’s* National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis has got $735,000 for a three year project to reconstruct the history of a Waikato hapu and look at how it managed the effects of colonization.
Half a million dollar research into Maori medicine for diabetes

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 16:15 06/11/2016

She will move back to New Zealand next year, from Australia, where she will study rongoā rākau (medicinal plants) at the University of Waikato.

Piece of NZ history under the hammer?

From SunLive
Published 10:31 05/11/2016

Also speaking to Fairfax, Waikato University Te Reo and Tikanga Professor Pou Temara says if the seller is Maori they should know that despite the passage of time the “tapu of Tarawera still holds”.

University of the Third Age (U3A) fosters lifelong learning

From New Zealand Herald
Published 10:00 05/11/2016
Also from Rotorua Daily Post News

Waikato University law professor Alexander Gillespie is scheduled to speak at the next forum on November 16 about terrorism and the potential implications for New Zealand in the wake of this month’s American presidential election.

Cancer-surviving couple release book to help other sufferers

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 05/11/2016
Also from Hamilton News News

The Waikato University professor started treatment with a month-long chemotherapy course.

Four miracles defeat couple’s cancer double whammy

From Waikato Times
Published 14:09 04/11/2016

Russell Bishop had been in Turkey with wife Rowan in September, 2013, presenting an academic paper at a conference in his then position as Professor for Maori Education at Waikato University. ... Russell resigned from Waikato University during his illness.

An alleged fragment from the Pink and White Terraces is up for sale

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 22:48 04/11/2016

Waikato University’s Professor in Te Reo and Tikanga, Pou Temara, said he was interested to know the background of the rock seller, saying if they were Maori “then they should know better”.
Richard Swainson: Waikato River facts speak for themselves

From Waikato Times
Published 21:31 04/11/2016
Also from Stuff NZ Farmer

OPINION: Jacqueline Rowarth, Waikato University’s outspoken professor of agribusiness, has taken up a position as the chief scientist at the Environmental Protection Authority.

Legal aid cases on the rise in Timaru

From Timaru Herald
Published 17:05 04/11/2016

The system also came under fire earlier in the year during a speech by former judge Sir Ron Young at Waikato University.

Heartland: Dairy - less damage than alternatives

From National Business Review
Published 07:49 04/11/2016

The calculations have been described as flawed by Waikato University’s economics professor Frank Scrimgeour, and reassessed with a similar result by the head of research for the New Zealand Initiative Eric Crampton.

Meet your migration mentor

From Indian Weekender
Published 09:59 05/11/2016

Like many migrants, Behl, who is originally from New Delhi, came to the Kiwi land as an international student to pursue Masters of Law from the University of Waikato.

Med school not about money

From Waikato Times
Published 09:58 04/11/2016

His "opinion" is riddled with inaccurate assumptions, the key one being that this proposal is a Waikato University proposal driven by the need to capture revenue.

‘We’re sick and desperate’ - HIV sufferer’s fight for medicinal cannabis

From Newshub
Published 06:36 03/11/2016

International law expert, Al Gillespie, says New Zealand’s approach is restricted and out-dated.
Radio Live 4pm bulletin

From Radio Live
Published 17:22 03/11/2016

Waikato University professor Al Gillespie says it was only a matter of time.

$2.8M tidal stair project underway

From SunLive
Published 12:52 03/11/2016

A hydrological study of the water flows past the site has been completed by the University of Waikato.

Te tatau i ō tātau tūpuna i Aotearoa

From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 11:31 03/11/2016

Associate Professor Tahu Kukutai, The University of Waikato ... Researchers: Associate Professor Tahu Kukutai, National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis, The University of Waikato, Private Bag 3105, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton 3240

Counting our tūpuna in Aotearoa New Zealand

From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 11:31 03/11/2016

Associate Professor Tahu Kukutai, The University of Waikato ... Working alongside a Waikato hapū (sub-tribe), Associate Professor Tahu Kukutai from the University of Waikato and her research team plan to invert the usual ‘top down’ focus of indigenous demography. ... Researchers: Associate Professor Tahu Kukutai, National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis, The University of Waikato, Private Bag 3105, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton 3240

Enterprising students celebrated at awards

From Cambridge Edition
Published 10:29 03/11/2016

A second Waikato Diocesan School young enterprise team, Tihi Hipi, was named Stafford Industries Runner Up in the regional awards and their chief executive Chloe Saxton clinched the University of Waikato Award for Leadership.

Marsden minds: Amazing projects revealed

From New Zealand Herald
Published 11:00 03/11/2016

Also from NZ Herald Technology

Dr Sabine Seehagen from the University of Waikato, along with colleagues from Australia and Germany, will test if sleep makes effective processing of emotional stimuli and experiences easier for six to 18-month old infants.
**Student's 'ostrich' approach to community work ends in jail**

*From* Stuff.co.nz  
*Published* 10:38 03/11/2016

Judge Simon Menzies wanted to know why Duthie - a Bachelor of Sport and Leisure Studies student at *Waikato University* - had so studiously eschewed his community work commitments.

**Hamilton computer whiz working at Google**

*From* Hamilton News  
*Published* 13:42 02/11/2016

Before completing a Bachelor of Computing and Mathematical Sciences with Honours at *Waikato University*, Sara didn’t know much about computer programming.

**Super Rugby squads announced: Donald, Messam returning for Chiefs**

*From* New Zealand Herald  
*Published* 08:22 02/11/2016  
*Also from* Rotorua Daily Post News, Bay of Plenty Times News

Sosefo Kautai and Liam Polwart have both successfully progressed through the *University of Waikato* Chiefs Development programme, making for a total of 13 Chiefs Development graduates in the 2017 squad.

**Darrel Hadley shares his favourite things about the Waikato**

*From* Waikato Times  
*Published* 11:53 28/10/2016

He first came to the Hamilton - all the way from Pukekohe - aged 18, to study law at *Waikato University*.

**Is the Waikato River really one of the cleanest rivers in the world?**

*From* SciBlogs.co.nz  
*Published* 18:01 01/11/2016

Recently, Jacqueline Rowarth (professor of agribusiness at the *University of Waikato* and newly appointed Chief Scientist for the Environmental Protection Authority) declared that the Waikato River is one of the 5 cleanest rivers in the world in terms of its concentration of nitrate and that the river’s nitrate concentrations have improved due to changing farming practices.

**Deck the court room walls, courtyards and justice offices with more art?**

*From* Law Society  
*Published* 17:01 01/11/2016

Armon Tamatea is a Senior Lecturer at the School of Psychology at the *University of Waikato*. 
**Treat for Whanganui organ music lovers**

From  Wanganui Midweek  
Published  16:20 01/11/2016  

Last year Leonard retired to Whanganui, leaving Hamilton where he had been Director of Music at St Paul's Collegiate School for 10 years and, for some time, director of the *Waikato University* Choir.

**Heartbeats and breaths turned into music by medical sensors**

From  Stuff.co.nz  
Published  15:37 01/11/2016  
Also from  Auckland Now entertainment, Waikato Times Entertainment  

A team led by *University of Waikato* composer Associate Professor Martin Lodge created the work as part of the MedTech Silo6 exhibition on the Auckland waterfront.

**Mike Chunn on Bob Dylan’s beautiful collisions, songwriting and the classroom**

From  The Spinoff  
Published  10:13 01/11/2016  

For example, the *University of Waikato* is launching an Introduction to Songwriting paper in their 2017 summer programme.

**Pineapples to rongoa in career boost**

From  Waatea News  
Published  15:51 31/10/2016  

She has won Health Research Council Maori postdoctoral fellowship valued at more than $425,000 to take up a research position at *Waikato University*.

**Study to examine traditional Maori herbal medicines for anti-diabetic properties**

From  NZ Doctor  
Published  13:25 31/10/2016  
Also from  Maori Television  

Dr Koia has taken up a research position at the *University of Waikato* to carry out this study after receiving a Health Research Council of New Zealand (HRC) Māori health research postdoctoral fellowship valued at more than $425,000.

**Rabobank Best of the Country - 29th October 2016**

From  The Country  
Published  10:08 31/10/2016  

Jacqueline Rowarth: A soon-to-be-former Professor of Agribusiness at *Waikato University* has her say on bobby calf cruelty, Fonterra's problems in China and a slow start to spring in the Waikato.
Graduates take red meat path
From Otago Daily Times
Published 06:05 31/10/2016
Also from The Country

At present, it operated at Otago, Lincoln, Massey and Waikato universities, Telford, and Otiwhiti Station Land Based Training School.

Hole in one for Himalayan Trust
From Waikato Times
Published 16:07 27/10/2016

University of Waikato PhD student Fai Tongdethsri is organising a charity golf tournament on November 13.

Hannam stars with the ball in comfortable Manawatu victory
From Manawatu Standard
Published 19:19 30/10/2016

Hannam is studying a double degree at Waikato University in primary school teaching and sport and leisure studies, so is only able to play when she's home in Manawatu.

Once was scrub
From Gisborne Herald
Published 09:14 30/10/2016

Representatives from Massey, Otago and Waikato universities, Plant and Food Research, and Landcare Research, will present papers on topics such as science challenges for the industry; opportunities for landowners; manuka molecules and manuka genome research; manuka and kanuka genetic diversity; high performance manuka plantations; crop management; and determinants of nectar yield and quality in manuka.

Max Christoffersen: Academic handbags at dawn
From Waikato Times
Published 20:56 28/10/2016

It all came about when the University of Waikato Vice-Chancellor Neil Quigley floated the idea of a new medical school. ... Historians can track the same patch-protection culture back to the very establishment of The University of Waikato in 1964, when agreements were in place to ensure the academic status quo with Auckland and Massey University was not met with competition from Hamilton, thereby kneecapping (to its great cost) any chance of Waikato becoming the premiere agricultural campus in the country. ... The University of Waikato's medical school is an exciting proposition but it has to have greater holistic merit and academic integrity than mere academic empire building for local enrolments.
More fresh faces to be seen at Rep
From Wanganui Midweek
Published 14:55 28/10/2016

Next month Lauren will audition for the New Zealand Youth Choir in Auckland and in January 2017 Lauren will be attending the Napier Singing School before she begins a course of study in music performance at the University of Waikato.

Teachers to work across 12 schools in Hamilton community of learning
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 13:45 28/10/2016

Many are saying communities of learning are the biggest change to the schooling system since 1989, the University of Waikato's Jan Martin said.

PM Key's visit to India focuses on stronger trade ties
From Indian Weekender
Published 08:00 29/10/2016

The agreement was signed by Vice Chancellor of University of Waikato Neil Quigley on behalf of Universities New Zealand and Maharashtra's Principal Secretary, Higher Education, Sitaram J. Kunte, at an event attended by education representatives from both the state and New Zealand.

Former Vero counsel proposes online court
From Insurance Business Online
Published 13:09 28/10/2016

Les Arthur, senior lecturer and disputes specialist at the University of Waikato, made the proposal in a bid to make legal representation more affordable to Kiwis. ... He also served as former barrister and solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand and director of Waikato University's graduate diploma in dispute resolution.

Senior academic calls for online justice
From NZ Lawyer Magazine
Published 12:59 28/10/2016
Also from NZ Lawyer

Les Arthur, a Waikato University senior lecturer who teaches Legal Ethics, Mediation, Insurance Law and Advanced Civil Litigation, wants the government to follow the UK's lead where a senior justice official suggested recently after an inquiry that an online court system be established.
Losi Filipo could end up in jail - Professor Al Gillespie

From Newshub
Published 05:00 28/10/2016

But University of Waikato law professor Al Gillespie says the judge overestimated the impact a conviction would have on his career and underestimated the violence. ... Prof Gillespie says a discharge without conviction needs to be in proportion with the gravity of offending. ... Prof Gillespie says the case has set an important precedent for the future.

Calves are still being mishandled in horrific ways

From Stuff Nation
Published 14:03 27/10/2016

Further, the culture of denial over this suffering is so strong in New Zealand that we have a professor of agribusiness at the University of Waikato Jacqueline Rowarth refusing to acknowledge that this is cruel.

Plans for Tauranga's future as innovation hub

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 13:00 27/10/2016

Shane Stuart, innovation manager for Priority One and Waikato University, told this week's Priority One annual general meeting he had found on consulting local businesses that they weren't interested in adding to research capability. ... A pilot had been ready to go involving Bluelab, Comvita, Locus Research, Plus Group, Waka Digital, and University of Waikato. ... -It includes the latest graphic visualisations of the new Waikato University campus in Durham Street, and proposed new Civic Heart and other infrastructure projects, as well as sound bites from major companies that have relocated to the Bay.

Researchers and scholars elected to the Royal Society

From NZ Doctor
Published 10:40 27/10/2016
Also from Fuseworks Media, Voxy, NZ Herald Technology, Royal Society, NZ Herald National

Professor Linda Tuhiiwai Smith, University of Waikato, who is an outstanding Māori scholar in the social sciences whose research on 'decolonising' research methodologies has reshaped inquiry across many domains in the sciences and humanities. ... Professor Linda Tuhiiwai Smith, from the University of Waikato, is a Māori scholar in the social sciences whose research has re-shaped inquiry across many domains in the sciences and humanities.

Respected waahine professors join Royal Society of New Zealand fellows

From Waatea News
Published 08:33 27/10/2016

Professor Smith from the University of Waikato is a social scientists whose research on decolonising research methodologies has reshaped inquiry across many domains in the sciences and humanities.
Rotorua scholars in shock after scooping major scholarships

From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 17:13 26/10/2016

Rotorua Girls’ High School deputy head girl Chantelle Cobby landed two scholarships, one for $20,000 from the University of Auckland and one for $25,000 from the University of Waikato. ... Chantelle wants to study a Bachelor of Social Science and after receiving her scholarships has decided to go to the University of Waikato.

Professor Jacqueline Rowarth says calf abuse isolated problem

From The Country
Published 17:03 26/10/2016
Also from The Country

Waikato University professor of agribusiness Jacqueline Rowarth says farmers abusing animals are not indicative of the whole industry.

The Country Today - censorship edition

From The Country
Published 14:20 26/10/2016

Jacqueline Rowarth is next and the soon-to-be-former Professor of Agribusiness at Waikato University has her say on bobby calf cruelty, Fonterra's problems in China and a slow start to spring in the Waikato.

Bay teen selected for kayaking high performance team

From Dominion Post
Published 09:23 20/10/2016

Now based in Hamilton and studying at Waikato University the 19-year-old was one of two new women added to the 10-strong female team, including Olympic gold medallist Lisa Carrington and former Bay paddler Aimee Fisher.

Could an on-line court reduce justice delays?

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 13:15 26/10/2016

A Waikato University law academic is proposing just that. ... Les teaches Legal Ethics, Mediation, Insurance Law and Advanced Civil Litigation at the University of Waikato. ... He is a former Barrister and Solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand and Director of Waikato University's Graduate Diploma in Dispute Resolution.

Radio Live midday bulletin

From Radio Live
Published 13:01 26/10/2016

Professor Alexander Gillespie says it's most likely they've gone to gangs.
Outrage at new footage of bobby calf abuse

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 08:11 26/10/2016

*Waikato University* Agri-Business professor Jacqueline Rowarth says farmwatch's veganism agenda underlays the organisation's agenda.

Alexander Gillespie: Superpowers taking us to the brink of war

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 26/10/2016

-Alexander Gillespie is a professor of law at *Waikato University*.

Priority One AGM focuses on innovation

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 23:00 25/10/2016

It has been updated since being seen at Mr Coker's farewell earlier this year, to include the latest graphic visualisation of the new *Waikato University* campus in Durham St, as well as sound bites from various major companies that have recently relocated to the Bay. ... That was followed by an innovation-focused series of brief presentations by a range of speakers including Toi-Ohomai Institute of Technology interim chief executive Neil Barns, Chris Battershill, *Waikato University* chair of social science, who heads up the coastal research station, Venture Centre's Pascale Hyboud-Peyron, Priority One / *Waikato University* innovation manager Shane Stuart, and Bluelab Corporation's product development manager Jono Jones.

Bay schools are Chemquest champs

From SunLive
Published 15:45 25/10/2016

Also from University of Waikato, Bay of Plenty Times News, Rotorua Daily Post News, Whakatane News

Katikati College, Tauranga Boys' College and Whakatāne High School are among the winners of the recent *University of Waikato* Chemquest challenge. ... The after-school event was held on the *University of Waikato* campus on October 19 and attended by about 200 students from schools from Hamilton, the wider Waikato region, the Bay of Plenty and Taupo. ... Chemquest is sponsored by the Waikato branch of the New Zealand Institute of Chemistry, Hill Laboratories, James & Wells Intellectual Property and the *University of Waikato*’s Faculty of Science and Engineering.
Climate change: Scientists seek to find the 'tipping point' of ocean acidification around NZ

*From* New Zealand Herald
*Published* 16:30 25/10/2016
*Also from* NZ Herald Technology

*Waikato University* microbiologist Professor Craig Cary, leading the million-dollar study, said little was known about how microbial communities would handle more acidic waters, despite their critical function in regenerating the nutrients that sustain food webs many marine species rely on. ... The study, also being carried out by Auckland University of Technology marine scientist Dr Kay Vopel and Professor Conrad Pilditch and Charles Lee of *Waikato University*, is funded by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.

Millions poured into the Waikato economy

*From* Hamilton News
*Published* 11:59 25/10/2016

The report was prepared independently by consulting economist Dr Warren Hughes and the *University of Waikato* Management School's Institute of Business Research.

John Key ready to face questions about deportation of Indian students

*From* New Zealand Herald
*Published* 09:00 25/10/2016
*Also from* NZ Herald Politics, NZ Herald Education

Included in the 35-strong business delegation travelling with Key are Vice-Chancellors from the University of Otago, *Waikato University* and deputy and pro Vice-Chancellors from the University of Auckland and University of Canterbury.

Fonterra condemns China milk powder scam

*From* New Zealand Herald
*Published* 07:49 25/10/2016
*Also from* The Country, The Country dairy news

Jacqueline Rowarth, agribusiness professor at *Waikato University*, told Newstalk ZB's Early Edition that the Fonterra brand can remain strong through the scandal.

Newstalk ZB 7am bulletin

*From* Newstalk ZB Audio and Video, Newstalk ZB
*Published* 07:26 25/10/2016

*Waikato University* agri business professor Jacqueline Rowarth told Rachel Smalley she expects social media to fire up and say this is why you should trust product packaged in New Zealand.
Taxpayer-funded grants to NZ tech firm used to build surveillance equipment for UK government

From TVNZ
Published 18:30 23/10/2016

The company was born out of research at Waikato University in Hamilton in the 1990s.

John Roughan: Striking doctors must think we are dimwits

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 22/10/2016
Also from NZ Herald National

They are graduates with degrees that are fairly scarce in a profession that is adept at maintaining its scarcity, as we have seen this week in the opposition from the Auckland and Otago medical schools to Waikato University’s application to provide a medical degree.

The Nobel prize needs Bob Dylan more than he needs it

From Manawatu Standard
Published 21:59 20/10/2016

Around a quarter of a century ago, when, briefly, an aspiring academic, I attended a conference on popular culture hosted by Waikato University.

Medical schools and rural practice

From Otago Daily Times
Published 06:06 21/10/2016

Nonetheless, the Waikato District Health Board and the University of Waikato have made a joint bid to the Government to set up a school. ... Waikato University and the DHB based in Hamilton have focused on problems with rural GP recruitment and retention.

Marin Thrupp: I'll give cash to Hamilton's beggars if I wish

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 21/10/2016
Also from NZ Herald Opinion, NZ Herald Politics

Martin Thrupp is professor of education at the University of Waikato and a member of the Poverty Action Waikato working group.
Fieldays report shows value of the brand

From NZ Business magazine
Published 02:26 21/10/2016

The Fieldays 2016 Economic Impact Report, independently prepared by consulting economist Dr Warren Hughes and the University of Waikato Management School’s Institute of Business Research, was recently released at a function at the Mystery Creek Events Centre. ... Nathan Guy, spoke at the event, along with NZ National Fieldays Society CEO Peter Nation and University of Waikato economics professor Frank Scrimgeour.

Ancient crater lake in Central Otago offers clues for Antarctica

From New Zealand Herald
Published 20:54 20/10/2016
Also from Waikato University

University of Waikato paleoclimatologist Dr Beth Fox and colleagues from Columbia University in New York calculated the CO2 levels by studying stomatal cells and carbon isotope ratios in the fossils.

Waikato communities back medical school proposal

From Waikato Times
Published 14:08 20/10/2016

The University of Waikato and Waikato District Health Board presented a business case to government ministers on Monday to establish a graduate-entry medical school in the Waikato.

Agri-emissions will affect economy

From Newshub
Published 11:10 20/10/2016

Waikato University Agribusiness Professor Jacqueline Rowarth joined Paul Henry this morning to explain.

Otago leaf fossils help solve major climate mystery

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 09:37 20/10/2016

Kathryn Ryan talks to one of the study's authors, Beth Fox from the University of Waikato.

Environment Commissioner calling for more action on climate change

From Radio Live
Published 10:28 20/10/2016

Paul Henry talks with Jacqueline Rowarth, Professor of Agri-Business at Waikato University, on
Bay teen selected for kayaking high performance team

From Dominion Post
Published 09:23 20/10/2016

Now based in Hamilton and studying at Waikato University the 19-year-old was one of two new women added to the 10-strong female team, including Olympic gold medallist Lisa Carrington and former Bay paddler Aimee Fisher.

No silver bullet for agricultural emissions, says Environment Commissioner

From SciBlogs.co.nz
Published 16:31 19/10/2016

Professor Louis Schipper, a University of Waikato researcher investigating the potential role of soil in carbon storage, comments:

Waikato medical school plan 'expensive folly'

From Otago Daily Times
Published 05:28 19/10/2016

The Waikato District Health Board and the University of Waikato have made a joint bid to the Government to set up a school. "I think the Government will be straight up and down on this issue, and if anything, there would be a slight political bias against Waikato University by a National Government.

Waikato pitching new med school not going down well with Auckland and Otago unis

From TVNZ
Published 19:35 18/10/2016

Third medical school for NZ

From SunLive
Published 18:00 18/10/2016

The Bay of Plenty and Lakes district health boards are set to benefit from a third medical school at the University of Waikato. ... The medical school is being proposed as part of a strategic alliance between the University of Waikato and the Waikato District Health Board which aims to ensure a close alignment between medical education and health workforce needs in the central North Island. ... University of Waikato Vice-Chancellor Professor Neil Quigley says with only two medical schools, New Zealand currently has one of the lowest ratios of medical schools to population in the OECD and very limited diversity in approach to medical education.
Health system can't take 240 more medical students: med schools

From Waikato Times
Published 16:55 18/10/2016
Also from Stuff National News

The University of Waikato and Waikato District Health Board presented their proposal for a third, Hamilton-based, medical school to the Government on Monday. ... Placement spaces wouldn't be an issue for Waikato because its plan is to create up to 15 new community education centres, University of Waikato Vice-Chancellor Professor Neil Quigley said.

Med school turf wars: Auckland and Otago unis oppose Waikato's proposed third med school

From TVNZ
Published 16:00 18/10/2016

Waikato University is pitching for a new school based at Waikato Hospital which would train 60 doctors a year. ... Waikato University is pitching for a new school based at Waikato Hospital which would train 60 doctors a year. ... A new programme from Waikato University would displace those students and they really have nowhere else to go

Med school turf wars: Offering course at Waikato 'would displace' existing students

From TVNZ
Published 15:47 18/10/2016

Waikato University is pitching for a new school based at Waikato Hospital which would train 60 doctors a year.

'Folly': Med school plan draws sharp criticism but also rural GP support

From NZ Doctor
Published 15:14 18/10/2016

Auckland and Dunedin medical schools oppose a Waikato University proposal announced yesterday for a graduate-entry medical school with a provincial and rural focus, but the suggestion is welcomed by rural GPs. ... Waikato University is seeking millions in government funding to build the medical school, ideally next to Waikato Hospital about 3km away from the university, and to develop community health centres as well as investing in medical training. ... In conjunction with Waikato DHB, the university presented its business case for the medical school to the Government yesterday.

How healthy is the Waikato River? Check the data

From NZ Farmer
Published 12:50 18/10/2016

Professor Jacqueline Rowarth, of Waikato University, citing data from the OECD, made the comment that the nitrate levels in the Waikato are considerably lower than many other rivers in the world, adding that this applies also to phosphorous and e-coli.
Light slime all the time

From: SunLive
Published: 11:36 18/10/2016

*University of Waikato* have been contracted to assist with Regional Council's marine pest work.

Here's how we got here, there and everywhere

From: Stuff.co.nz
Published: 08:35 18/10/2016

During the past fortnight, 32 international scientists, including two from *Waikato* and Massey *universities*, have cleared up a mystery about the earliest Polynesian settlers in the Pacific.

Waikato Uni and DHB hope to host new Medical School

From: Radio New Zealand Audio
Published: 07:49 18/10/2016
Also from: Radio NZ audio

*Waikato University* is teaming with the Waikato DHB in a bid to set up a third medical school in New Zealand. ... We talk to *Waikato University* vice-chancellor Neil Quigley.

Waikato could receive medical school

From: Newstalk ZB
Published: 22:12 17/10/2016

Hamilton could get a medical school, under a new strategic alliance between the *University of Waikato* and Waikato District Health Board. ... *Waikato University* has this evening announced a proposal for a Waikato Medical School, aligned with Waikato DHB.

New medical school to boost rural doctor numbers

From: Radio New Zealand
Published: 19:15 17/10/2016
Also from: MSN

*Waikato University* has announced plans to create a new medical school, aimed at boosting the number of doctors in rural and provincial areas.

Waikato Uni proposes third medical school

From: TVNZ
Published: 18:37 17/10/2016

The *University of Waikato* has pitched the idea of a third medical school to the government today in response to "health workforce shortages". ... New Zealand currently has one of the lowest ratios of medical schools to population in the OECD with only two institutions, says *Waikato Uni’s* Vice-Chancellor Professor Neil Quigley.
Waikato wants a medical school: university and health board put request to Government

From Waikato Times
Published 16:46 17/10/2016

The joint proposal by the University of Waikato and the Waikato District Health Board was put before government ministers on Monday and is a potential major shake-up in the way doctors are taught. ... The intention is for the Waikato students to study on the Waikato Hospital campus, as opposed to the University of Waikato site. ... The Waikato District Health Board and University of Waikato will each contribute financially, but the organisations are asking for funding from the Government.

Briefcase: Passing lawyers ... Poaching from Russell McVeagh ... Love Story, the Movie

From National Business Review
Published 13:56 17/10/2016

The cast of characters is certainly colourful, ranging from Sir Peter Jackson to the invisible woman, Lorraine Skiffington, who apparently has serious cancer, although my friend indicated she had recently signed on to a Waikato University course.

Fieldays report shows value of the brand

From NZ Business magazine
Published 15:38 17/10/2016

The Fieldays 2016 Economic Impact Report, independently prepared by consulting economist Dr Warren Hughes and the University of Waikato Management School’s Institute of Business Research, was recently released at a function at the Mystery Creek Events Centre. ... Nathan Guy, spoke at the event, along with NZ National Fieldays Society CEO Peter Nation and University of Waikato economics professor Frank Scrimgeour.

Showcasing New Zealand’s best research

From NZ Education Review
Published 15:28 17/10/2016

Waikato University: 3MT (3 Minute Thesis) Competition ... University of Waikato Master of Science student Stevie Noe recently won the university’s 3 Minute Thesis (3MT) competition by presenting his research on how to improve the quality of nectar in mānuka plants. ... He’s managed to fund his master’s degree with two University of Waikato postgraduate scholarships and pre-seed accelerator funding from the Ministry of Science and Innovation.

Hitting the high notes: Cool new quals for 2017

From NZ Education Review
Published 15:28 17/10/2016

University of Waikato: Postgraduate Certificate in Opera Studies ... Singers keen to have an international career in opera will be able to refine their vocal skills and learn techniques for career survival in a new course being offered at the University of Waikato’s Conservatorium of Music.
Ngāruawāhia group Tribal Huks threaten gangs that are selling P

From Radio Live Audio, Radio Live
Published 11:55 17/10/2016

Mitch Harris talks with Al Gillespie, Professor of Law at Waikato University, on the Tribal Huks in Ngāruawāhia - is threatening gangs to stop selling drugs a good idea?

Shake-up coming to the university

From Hamilton News
Published 10:07 17/10/2016

A decade of avoiding change has left the University of Waikato in desperate need for a shake up according to Vice Chancellor Neil Quigley. ... Tertiary Education Union co-president of the Waikato University branch Dr Lars Brabyn said there was a curriculum enhancement project in progress and papers were being rationalise and reduced to align with other Universities.

You’ve got the breed, we’ve got the lead, say uni students

From Cambridge Edition
Published 17:05 13/10/2016

University of Waikato students have develop a product they believe will motivate more Kiwi pet owners to take their dogs for a walk. ... The twice-yearly competition for the University of Waikato’s first- and second-year marketing students has a different theme every time. ... Waikato University Teaching Programme Facilitator Quentin Somerville said it was always interesting to see the innovative ideas students come up with, which are able to be taken to market.

Success at business awards

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 18:06 16/10/2016

Fisheries company Sanford won the Waikato University Management School Corporate Leadership Award, while Tauranga businessman and property developer Tom Roper won the Powerco Excellence in Business Award (see story below).

Graduation gift designer hopes to open more than just bottles

From Waikato Independent
Published 09:56 16/10/2016

The Waikato University students aim was to create a product to the point in which it could be made.
Antarctica: science at the end of the Earth

From New Zealand Herald
Published 06:00 16/10/2016
Also from NZ Herald Technology

Led by the Waikato University-based International Centre for Terrestrial Antarctic Research (Ictar), which Cary Waikato University heads, the team will discover more about how climate change is affecting the area - and what effect humans are having on its sensitive environment.

Heartland: ‘Soft’ degree path hinders progress

From National Business Review
Published 14:38 14/10/2016

Jacqueline Rowarth is professor of agribusiness at the University of Waikato

New institute for freshwater management

From Rural News
Published 10:55 14/10/2016

Science and Innovation Minister Steven Joyce has announced the creation of a new freshwater institute between NIWA and the University of Waikato. … Te Waiora, Joint Institute for Freshwater Management (NIWA and the University of Waikato) will be on the university’s Hamilton campus and involve iwi, national and international partners. … The University of Waikato is New Zealand’s major provider of freshwater research in the tertiary sector and NIWA is New Zealand’s leading environmental science provider and home to The National Centre for Freshwater and Estuaries.

When the robots are smarter than us

From New Zealand Herald
Published 07:00 14/10/2016
Also from The Country, NZ Herald Technology

After completing degrees in maths, statistics, economics and computer science at the University of Waikato and University of Auckland, Legg decided to pursue AI as a career.

Waikato student hopes graduation gift opens up business opportunities

From Dominion Post
Published 11:34 13/10/2016

Hamish Carter and two other engineering students developed the bottle opener in their final year of study at the University of Waikato.
Fieldays sales up 9% - report
From New Zealand Herald
Published 20:00 12/10/2016

An economic report prepared by consulting economist Warren Hughes and the University of Waikato Management School's Institute of Business Research said that of the total, $124.5 million in revenue was generated for firms in the Waikato region.

New Zealand Steel wrong not to give worker bereavement leave for his whangai brother
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 17:33 12/10/2016


Waikato University Maori tikanga expert Professor Pou Temara said that in Maoridom, whangai children were considered part of the inner whanau.

Clean Waikato River claim backed by OECD data, professor says
From Waikato Times
Published 16:43 12/10/2016

Waikato University agribusiness Professor Jacqueline Rowarth is standing by her comments made at an October 3 meeting at Pukekohe in front of 180 land owners and farmers. ... Veterinarian and agro-ecologist Dr Alison Dewes completed her Masters studies at Waikato University in profitable farming in the Upper Waikato catchment while maintaining a low environmental impact and this showed it is possible, she said.

University land banking for future Tauranga campus development
From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 13:00 12/10/2016

Waikato University has bought a building on Cameron Rd as part of its strategy to “future-proof” the development of its new campus in the Tauranga CBD. ... Waikato University senior deputy vice-chancellor, professor Alister Jones, said it was not yet decided how the property would be used in the interim, while the main campus building was being completed.

Rising paddlers get performance boost
From SunLive
Published 07:15 12/10/2016

Making the 10-strong female high performance squad, alongside Lisa Carrington and the national K4 crew, meant a huge deal to 19-year-old Legath, who is in her first year at Waikato University studying environmental science.
Kayaking: Boost for Legarth
From Hawke's Bay Today
Published 05:30 12/10/2016
Making the 10-strong female high performance squad, alongside Lisa Carrington and the national K4 crew, meant a huge deal to 19-year-old Legarth, who is in her first year at Waikato University studying environmental science.

Nights' Pundit - Religion
From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 20:12 11/10/2016
Religious studies Prof. Douglas Pratt from University of Waikato on the advent of the Religious Diversity Centre.

Kayaking: Harker in high performance squad
From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 20:00 11/10/2016
Making the 10-strong female high performance squad, alongside Lisa Carrington and the national K4 crew, meant a huge deal to 19-year-old Legarth, who was in her first year at Waikato University studying environmental science.

Rising star paddlers get high performance boost in Rotorua
From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 17:44 11/10/2016
Making the 10-strong female high performance squad, alongside Lisa Carrington and the national K4 crew, meant a huge deal to 19-year-old Legath, who is in her first year at Waikato University studying environmental science.

Surf Lifesaving Northern Region announces two new appointments
From National Business Review
Published 15:04 11/10/2016
Before that Jean worked for some years with KPMG, after graduating in 1997 from Waikato University with a Bachelor of Management Studies.

Ellis retires after leading New Plymouth Girls' High for 11 years
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 12:51 11/10/2016
Then I got a Masters degree with First Class Honours in Educational Leadership from Waikato University.
Rural round-up

From Home Paddock
Published 12:00 11/10/2016

Science and Innovation Minister Steven Joyce has today announced the creation of a new freshwater institute between NIWA and the University of Waikato. ... Te Waiora, Joint Institute for Freshwater Management (NIWA and the University of Waikato) will be on the university’s Hamilton campus and involve iwi, national and international partners.

Tauranga tertiary campus design released

From Dominion Post
Published 10:44 11/10/2016
Also from Manawatu Standard Business, Taranaki Daily News Business

READ MORE: - University of Waikato to spend an extra $15 million on Tauranga campus - $67m Tauranga campus given green light - Tauranga campus a step closer ... The University of Waikato is heading the project, but is one of three different tertiary institutions involved under the Bay of Plenty Tertiary Education Partnership.

Design of new University of Waikato campus praised by stakeholders

From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 07:36 11/10/2016
Also from Bay of Plenty Times News

The University of Waikato’s new campus in Tauranga’s central business district will be a “benchmark” tertiary building in its use of space and modern facilities, says senior deputy vice-chancellor Professor Alister Jones. ... Paul Adams, a member of the Waikato University council and a key driver behind the project, described the approved design as a very important milestone for Tauranga. ...

Campus design confirmed

From SunLive
Published 17:25 10/10/2016
Also from University of Waikato, Bay of Plenty Times News, Voxy

University of Waikato Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor Professor Alister Jones says the concept sign-off marks a major milestone in the campus development project. ... The University of Waikato leads the development of the CBD campus on behalf of the Tertiary Education Partnership. ... The University of Waikato-led campus will be shared with other parties in the Bay of Plenty Tertiary Education Partnership, Te Wānanga o Awanuiārangi and Waiairiki Bay of Plenty Polytechnic.

Maori tissue collection for Maori purpose

From Waatea News
Published 14:35 10/10/2016

Associate Professor Maui Hudson from the University of Waikato, who led the Health Research Council-funded project to develop the guidelines, says there was extensive consultation with Maori working in hospitals and universities, with iwi, and with affected whanau.
Bright sparks celebrated at Eureka Awards

From NZ Education Gazette
Published 00:28 10/10/2016

-Shalini Guleria, University of Waikato, for ‘Struvite crystallisation’

A lot of buzz around invention

From The Country
Published 07:00 08/10/2016
Also from Northland Age Rural, Hawke's Bay Today rural

A group of Waikato University students has set out to turn honey production on its head with a product that aims to speed up the honey-making process.

Waikato University lad candidate gets the votes

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 17:02 07/10/2016
Also from Stuff National News

Alex Winiata, a student at the University of Waikato and candidate for WSU director, made headlines claiming he'd win the election if every woman he "shagged" voted for him. "It would be hard to counteract that alone in the University of Waikato without addressing that in other Universities."

Newsletter: Who settled the Pacific, 'post-normal' science and this year's Nobel winners

From Science Media Centre
Published 14:36 07/10/2016

Massey University's Professor Murray Cox and the University of Waikato’s Dr Fiona Petchey were co-authors on the study published in Nature on Tuesday.

3D printing gives the dog a bone implant

From Radio New Zealand
Published 12:27 07/10/2016

"What we're doing at Massey is obviously using the ability to print in titanium which is developed at the University of Waikato in the New Zealand titanium industry." ... Leroy's titanium leg implant was 3D printed with help from the University of Waikato.
University of Waikato degrees to be offered in China

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 17:19 06/10/2016

The University of Waikato is setting up a joint institute with China's Zhejiang University City College (ZUCC), starting September 2017. ... READ MORE: - Founders Theatre debate: University of Waikato suggests its campus - Marae could be on the move at the University of Waikato - Domestic fees go up 2 per cent at the University of Waikato ... The joint institute is a significant move for the University of Waikato, Quigley said, and complements other joint programmes it has run in China for the past 20 years.

Machine learning essential to healthcare, says Orion Health

From Computer World
Published 15:25 06/10/2016

The Introduction to Machine Learning in Healthcare report is co-authored by Dr Kevin Ross (PhD in Management Science & Engineering from Stanford University) and Dr Kathryn Hemstalk (PhD in Computer Science from Waikato University), with an introduction by McCrae.

Opinion: Mayoral debate falls flat

From Hamilton News
Published 13:53 06/10/2016

A video question from Waikato University communications advisor Megan Burton-Brown asked how each candidate would ensure jobs for the graduates of Hamilton's three major tertiary institutes.

John Key has 'high expectations' new UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres

From TVNZ
Published 11:30 06/10/2016

Al Gillespie discusses Clark's future after failed UN top job bid

What factors went against Helen Clark in the UNSG race?

From Radio Live
Published 12:11 06/10/2016

Mark Sainsbury talks with Al Gillespie, Professor of Law at Waikato University, on Helen Clark missing out on the United Nations Secretary-General position to former Portugese Prime Minister Antonio Guterres.

Clarity lacking in countdown to Fonterra vote

From NZ Farmer
Published 10:11 06/10/2016

Jacqueline Rowarth is Professor of Agribusiness, The University of Waikato.
Waikato one of cleanest rivers in the world: Professor

From Hamilton News
Published 10:08 06/10/2016

The Waikato River is one of the five cleanest rivers in the world, according to a leading Waikato University scientist.

What next for Helen Clark? Al Gillespie discusses Clark’s future after failed UN top job bid

From TVNZ
Published 08:58 06/10/2016

Al Gillespie discusses Clarkâ€™s future after failed UN top job bid

What next for Helen Clark? Al Gillespie discusses Clark’s future after failed UN top job bid (3:32)

From TVNZ Video, TVNZ
Published 08:40 06/10/2016

Could New Zealand be the Uber of health?

From Idealog
Published 17:57 05/10/2016

And one of the main languages used in machine learning Weka, comes from Waikato University.

Camille Buscomb no longer 'invincible' as running career restarts

From Waikato Times
Published 14:29 05/10/2016

But it wasn't to be because behind the scenes the Waikato University student was battling to recover from major surgery to remove a cyst from her jaw.

New red meat event takes off at tertiary providers

From Rural News
Published 12:29 05/10/2016

Currently the RMP operates in Otago, Lincoln, Massey, Waikato Universities, Telford and Otiwhiti Land Based Training and is co-ordinated by New Zealand Young Farmers.
Astrolabe Reef fished back to pre-Rena state, says scientist

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 08:00 05/10/2016

Phil Ross, a University of Waikato marine ecologist based at the Coastal Marine Field Station at Sulphur Point, agreed marine life had been fished back to a pre-Rena state and that the reef was now in a similar state to the rest of the Bay coastline.

Sex pics fuel student 'lad' candidate row

From Waikato Times
Published 17:59 04/10/2016

Waikato University is investigating a student who boasted he’d slept with enough women to win an election, as a selfie posted online emerged of him engaged in a sexual act with two girls. ... Some students, who would not be named, have backed Winiata as a good resident assistant while others questioned his suitability for a hostel role and alleged a 'lad culture' at both the University of Waikato and the Waikato Students' Union that is harmful to women. ... "The University of Waikato is aware of comments that were made by student and staff member Alex Winiata in the Waikato Student Union's Nexus magazine," the statement said.

The Panel with Chris Wikaira and James Nokise (Part 2)

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:05 04/10/2016

A look at some pressing world issues with Al Gillespie.

FARC, Syria and plutonium

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:47 04/10/2016

A look at some pressing world issues with Al Gillespie.

Last-minute voters urged to take action

From Hamilton News
Published 11:52 04/10/2016

Voting locations at the Hamilton Transport Centre, Wintec student hubs in the city and rotokauri, Waikato University Student Centre and Waikato Hospital volunteer desks will be running for the next couple of days.

Dame Malvina Major: Laying the Foundations

From Verve Magazine
Published 13:12 03/10/2016

For the past 20 years, Dame Malvina has also taught, and is senior fellow and ambassador for the University of Waikato.
No booze, no sex, no fun - What's up with millennials?
From Hamilton News
Published 09:00 01/10/2016

The teenage pregnancy rate is also falling rapidly, down 20 per cent since 2001, with a 2015 University of Waikato report partly attributing the decline to a rise in contraceptive use, and the fact less young people are having sex.

Competition heats up for iSanz Kiwi security awards
From IT Brief
Published 13:38 03/10/2016

This year’s judges include Lisa Fong, the deputy director of information assurance and cyber security at the GCSB; Microsoft national technology officer Russell Craig; Auckland University computer scientist Peter Gutmann and Ryan Ko, senior lecturer at the University of Waikato and APAC research advisor at the Cloud Security Alliance.

Wairoa teacher recognised with NZEI award
From Gisborne Herald
Published 12:02 03/10/2016

"I completed a Mind Lab course this year so I am going to follow that up with some information technology papers and some women in education leadership papers through the University of Waikato."

Waikato student apologises over brag about shagging girls to win votes
From New Zealand Herald
Published 11:55 01/10/2016
Also from Newstalk ZB, Hamilton News News

A University of Waikato student has issued an apology over a line he used to win votes in his student union election.

Former NZ PM expected to battle on for UN top job
From MSN
Published 23:34 30/09/2016

Professor Alexander Gillespie, a law professor at Waikato University and former UN rapporteur, said Clark had a small chance of gaining the top job but the odds were becoming increasingly "remote" and her strongest position was as a "compromise candidate".
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Waikato University graduate first to write MBA research in Māori</strong></td>
<td>Maori Television</td>
<td>18:00 30/09/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The third group of Master of Business Administration MBA graduates from</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Waikato-Tainui College for Research and Development and the University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Waikato were honoured in a graduation ceremony today. In a first, Te</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puna Moanaroa (Hauraki) was the first University of Waikato MBA graduate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to write her research in Māori about the revitalisation of her tribal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language. The MBA programme started in 2011 through the College's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding with Waikato University.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Christchurch wins International Antarctic Biology Symposium</strong></td>
<td>CIM Magazine</td>
<td>14:21 30/09/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The winning bid was presented by Professor Craig Cary, director for the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Centre for Terrestrial Antarctic Research at the University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Waikato and deputy director of the New Zealand Antarctic Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute, on behalf of a group of New Zealand and Australian scientists.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inner city living answer for Hamilton's dying CBD</strong></td>
<td>Stuff.co.nz</td>
<td>13:55 30/09/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The CBD market is new for Hamilton, says University of Waikato Professor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of environmental planning Iain White.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jailed would-be IS fighter could be deported to NZ</strong></td>
<td>Radio New Zealand</td>
<td>10:01 30/09/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waikato University law professor Alexander Gillespie told Morning Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the main threat was from returning fighters with knowledge of how to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commit crimes. Prof Gillespie said an attack in New Zealand could not be</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruled out, but it was a small risk.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrorism expert warns of more foreign fighters returning to NZ</strong></td>
<td>Radio New Zealand Audio</td>
<td>07:19 30/09/2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New Zealand terrorism expert, Alexander Gillespie, warns foreign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fighters - and would be foreign fighters - will return to New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Freedom of city awarded to Gordon Chesterman

From Hamilton City Council
Published 17:03 29/09/2016
Also from Voxy

Since 1986 he has had a close involvement with the University of Waikato, sponsoring the major prize in the Department of Management Studies for the past 15 years.

The Panel with Dita de Boni and Vishal Rishi (Part 1)

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:05 29/09/2016

Al Gillespie talks about Helen Clark's slow death in her UN Secretary General campaign, the revelations on who shot down flight MH17 and how the US Congress overturned Obama's veto.

Helen Clark, MH17 and Obama's veto overturned

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:14 29/09/2016

Al Gillespie talks about Helen Clark's slow death in her UN Secretary General campaign, the revelations on who shot down flight MH17 and how the US Congress overturned Obama's veto.

Willow- Jean Prime

From Te Hiku
Published 15:00 29/09/2016

Willow-Jean Prime joins Rukuwai to talk about Te Toi o Matariki and the opportunity afforded to students at Waikato University through this conference.

Quigley appointed Reserve Bank Chair

From Kiwiblog
Published 14:00 29/09/2016

University of Waikato vice-chancellor Professor Neil Quigley has been elected as chairman of the Reserve Bank, as Dr Rod Carr reveals he is quitting the board.

Iain White: Election marks critical stage for Hamilton's CBD

From Waikato Times
Published 13:20 29/09/2016

In the University of Waikato and Wintec we also have two higher education facilities that are looking to expand student numbers.
Smart thinking - the vet and the prof
From NZ Farmer
Published 11:00 29/09/2016

The heads belong to South Waikato vet and long-time wapiti and red deer farmer Ian Scott and Waikato University's Jacqueline Rowarth - soon to be chief scientist at the Environmental Protection Agency - and the business is Scott Farms, also known as Oraka Deer Farm.

Newsletter: Tertiary Update Vol 19 No 33 - Productivity Commission chooses vouchers instead of solutions
From Stephen Day, Tertiary Education Union (TEU)
Published 10:01 29/09/2016

Big changes are expected at Waikato University as vice-chancellor Neil Quigley signals changes in the staff to student ratio targets, which one university insider alleges could lead to substantial redundancies for general and academic staff - Hamilton News

Roadshow lectures focus on Māori experience of trauma
From University of Canterbury
Published 09:38 29/09/2016

Also from Voxy

- 1.40pm Healing practices and Kaupapa Māori solutions for those impacted by sexual violence, Associate Professor Leonie Pihama - Director, Te Kotahi Research Institute, University of Waikato, He Kokonga Whare Project Leader - Sexual Violence

Christchurch wins International Antarctic Biology Symposium
From Anabel Darby, Darby Pro
Published 09:29 29/09/2016

Also from Voxy

The winning bid was presented by Professor Craig Cary, Director for the International Centre for Terrestrial Antarctic Research at the University of Waikato and Deputy Director of the New Zealand Antarctic Research Institute, on behalf of a group of New Zealand and Australian scientists.

'Even your Gmail is vulnerable to hackers'
From Operation Report-It
Published 19:07 28/09/2016

University of Waikato student, Gwen Lyon, panicked when she had an influx of messages from family and friends asking her about a Google Doc they had received from her via email.
Waikato-Tainui MBA programme celebrates students' graduation

From      Tainui
Published 16:31 28/09/2016
Also from Voxy

The Waikato MBA programme is delivered in partnership with the University of Waikato.

WrightSpeed founder shares electric journey at RTF conference

From      Diesel Talk
Published 09:44 28/09/2016

Other speakers include Bay of Plenty MP Todd Muller, rollover prevention guru Jeff Fleury, and University of Waikato’s Institute for Business Research Professor Frank Scrimgeour, who will present key industry trends in the latest operator cost comparison survey.

Waikato grad takes on EY in UK

From      University of Waikato
Published 12:26 28/09/2016

Mount residents protect themselves from cyber attacks

From      Bay of Plenty Times
Published 08:11 28/09/2016

- consists of a group of University of Waikato Students and will run until mid-October.

Opportunity for student entrepreneurs

From      SunLive
Published 06:46 28/09/2016

University of Waikato and Waiairiki Bay of Plenty Polytechnic students can become entrepreneurs this summer. ... For more information visit the University of Waikato’s website at: www.waikato.ac.nz/go/start-up and www.waikato.ac.nz/go/project-ignite

Nelson aquaculture conference highlights collaboration

From      Nelson Mail
Published 06:40 28/09/2016

One of the speakers in the morning session, University of Waikato professor Chris Battershill, discussed the aquaculture for fine chemicals and biomaterials.
A window into the future at road transport sector conference

From Hayden Cox, Road Transport Forum
Published 11:58 27/09/2016
Also from Voxy

Other speakers include Bay of Plenty MP Todd Muller, rollover prevention guru Jeff Fleury, and Professor Frank Scrimgeour from the University of Waikato’s Institute for Business Research who will present the key industry trends in the latest Operator Cost Comparison Survey.

Fifty years of dental care

From Gisborne Herald
Published 10:14 27/09/2016

Mrs Higgs also completed six papers in Maori tikanga and te reo under Waikato University.

Landowners paid $140k for manuka

From Opotiki News
Published 13:37 26/09/2016

Having set up a company dedicated to manuka honey in 1996, Mr Caskey and his wife Sharan soon became aware of the work conducted by Waikato University professor Peter Molan. ... The strategy was successful and after research at Waikato University showed that the manuka honey could be used to combat flesh-eating disease, the number of listeners began to skyrocket.

Upgrade for Waikato Maori studies

From Waatea News
Published 11:31 26/09/2016

Waikato University has upgraded its school of Maori and Pacific development to faculty status, and to celebrate has created 15 new scholarships for school leavers.

Adrian Orr: Our 31 billion dollar man

From e-tangata
Published 03:24 25/09/2016

First there were a couple of degrees - one from Waikato University and then another from Leicester University in the UK. ... That stint at Waikato University, I understand, produced a Bachelor of Social Sciences degree.
University health centre shake-up suggested at Waikato University

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 11:03 24/09/2016
Also from Waikato Times News, Waikato Times

Students may soon have to hand over $10 to see a doctor at the University of Waikato. ... At the moment, appointments are free for University of Waikato students enrolled with the Student Health Service - although all students chip in through a compulsory levy.

No Mouthguard: Honest Norks - Paralympic role models

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 19:16 23/09/2016

Who am I? A little bit country, a little bit urban, raised on a Waikato dairy farm, school in Te Kauwhata and Auckland (MAGS), Waikato University, worked in Wellington, Auckland, Blenheim and London.

Call for dads to share their experience with mental illness

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 14:22 23/09/2016
Also from Stuff National News, Waikato Times

Jonathan Ashe is in his first year of clinical psychology at the University of Waikato and he wants to speak to dads with an acute mental illness.

University of Auckland ranked among greatest again

From The Aucklander
Published 10:00 23/09/2016

The University of Waikato retained the same rank (401-500), and was joined by Massey which improved 100 places, and Lincoln University, which joined the top Times Higher Education rankings for the first time.

Wellington student takes out 2016 Sir Paul Callaghan Eureka Award with vision for algae in Whanganui

From Wellingtonian
Published 14:15 13/09/2016

Dana Lawson from Orewa College, Shalini Guleria from the University of Waikato and Richard Todd of the University of Auckland won highly commended awards.
Alert Newsletter 927

From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 17:59 22/09/2016

The 2016 Charles Fleming Award for Environmental Achievement has been awarded to Professor Bruce Clarkson from the University of Waikato. ... View more from University of Waikato: A good week for top scientist

Recruitment agencies new 'normal practice' in hiring doctors

From Marlborough Express
Published 17:32 22/09/2016

READ MORE: - Tokoroa doctor Alan Kenny flooded with 'trash' applications for $400k job - Shortage of doctors hits regions - Nurses assessing Westport patients due to lack of doctors - More GPs needed in rural areas says Waikato University professor

Students won't benefit from going to top-ranked universities

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 17:00 22/09/2016
Also from Stuff National News

"I don't like Auckland, even though it's university highly ranked, didn't like Hamilton even though Waikato University offers the best Bachelor of Commerce curriculum in New Zealand," he said.

The Panel with Selwyn Manning and Fiona MacMillan (Part 1)

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:03 22/09/2016

Al Gillespie is in New York and joins us to talk about John Key's performance at the UN.

New scholarships for Maori and indigenous studies at Waikato Uni

From Nicola Lee, University of Waikato
Published 13:56 22/09/2016
Also from Voxy

Water science: Rationality v alarmism

From NZ Farmer
Published 09:30 22/09/2016

He introduced the two protagonists using political nomenclature: Professor Jacqueline Rowarth, (Waikato University) in the blue corner and Dr Mike Joy (Massey University) in the red corner.
**Fonterra profit rises despite 'ongoing challenges'**

*From* Taranaki Daily News  
*Published* 08:40 22/09/2016

But *Waikato University* professor of agribusiness Jacqueline Rowarth said farms had gone broke over the past season despite the high net profit.

**NZ Unis ranked among world's best, again**

*From* New Zealand Herald  
*Published* 08:00 22/09/2016  
*Also from* NZ Herald Education, Stuff National News, Otago Daily Times

The *University of Waikato* retained the same rank (401-500), and was joined by Massey which improved 100 places, and Lincoln University, which joined the top Times Higher Education rankings for the first time. ... 401-500 *University of Waikato*

**NZers happy, but some feel the pinch - survey**

*From* Radio New Zealand  
*Published* 07:35 22/09/2016  
*Also from* MSN

*University of Waikato* senior lecturer in psychology Neville Robertson said when people were asked how they were coping they generally preferred to keep up a facade.

**Waikato 23-year-old beauty wins Miss IndiaNZ**

*From* Waikato Times  
*Published* 09:50 20/09/2016

She did her schooling in Hamilton and began a law degree at *Waikato University*, but put this on hold to gain some life experience.

**Political Roundup: The Killing of the Kermadec sanctuary**

*From* New Zealand Herald  
*Published* 15:25 21/09/2016  
*Also from* NZ Herald Politics, NBR ad media, NZ Herald National

And law *professor Alexander Gillespie* has argued that compensation must be given: "Strong caution is warranted if there is no co-operation."
New Waiariki BOP poly setting high level strategy

From  | Bay of Plenty Times
Published  | 12:00 21/09/2016
Also from  | Rotorua Daily Post News

Dr Barns said the merged poly would be supportive of the Tertiary Education Partnership and also expected to complement the planned University of Waikato campus in Tauranga. Taking part were professor Graeme Smith, standing in for Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi acting CEO Wiremu Doherty, and University of Waikato deputy vice chancellor Alister Jones, standing in for vice chancellor Neil Quigley. "We've got Waikato University heavily investing here and Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi providing excellent programmes as well.

Farmers optimistic about Silver Fern Farms buyout

From  | Newshub
Published  | 10:07 21/09/2016

Waikato University agribusiness expert Jacqueline Rowarth says farmers will be pleased with the benefits the deal will bring.

Chinese firm gets green light to buy 50% of Silver Fern Farms

From  | Radio Live
Published  | 09:34 21/09/2016

Paul Henry talks with Jacqueline Rowarth, Professor of agri-business at Waikato University, on a Chinese firm getting the green light to buy 50% of Silver Fern Farms.

Mayoral candidate in a 'pickle' with botched Māori translation

From  | Radio New Zealand
Published  | 20:00 20/09/2016

Waikato University computer science lecturer Te Kaka Keegan, who worked on Google Translate for Māori, said the translation was gibberish and disrespectful to the language.

Jamie Mackay's From the Lip - swimming in murky waters

From  | The Country
Published  | 16:14 20/09/2016
Also from  | The Country

In the red corner we had the controversial and outspoken water scientist, Dr. Mike Joy from Massey University, and in the blue corner it was Jacqueline Rowarth, a Professor of Agribusiness from Waikato University.
Programme aims to reduce reoffending

From SunLive
Published 15:50 20/09/2016

From left: Hone Moetara (Facilitator), Erena Koopu (Tamariki Ora Services), Koro Nicholas (Facilitator), Lana Maguinness (Probation Tikanga Co-Ordinator), Donna Motutere (Manager Pirirakau Hauora), Mahia Wilson (Pirirakau Hauora), Syliva Wilson (Pirirakau Hauora), Ani Kuka (Pirirakau Hauora), Toni Nolan (Waikato University Student), Hayley George (Waikato University Student), Te Kerekau Nicholas (Pirirakau Hauora), Tame Kuka (Kaumatua). Supplied Photo. ... This is also attended by three Waikato University social work students who are currently completing a three month placement with Community Corrections.

Translation barely recognisable as te reo Māori - lecturer

From Radio New Zealand
Published 12:29 20/09/2016

But Waikato University lecturer Te Taka Keegan worked on Google Translate and said while the candidate's intentions may have been good, extra care would have saved hurt and embarrassment.

World leaders at UN approve plan for refugee crisis

From TVNZ
Published 06:02 20/09/2016

Professor Al Gillespie says the refugee crisis is predicted to get worse this year.

Alexander Gillespie: Co-operation key to making Kermadecs our Galapagos

From New Zealand Herald
Published 05:00 20/09/2016
Also from NZ Herald Opinion

Hamilton candidate's Google translation misguided gibberish, Maori likely to switch off

From Waikato Times
Published 17:48 19/09/2016
Also from Dominion Post Politics, Stuff National News

It's an unintelligible jumble of words and phrases which Waikato University language expert Tom Roa said is "very, very, very poor". ... Te Taka Keegan, a Waikato University senior computer science lecturer who worked on Google Translate, said the gobbledygook is a misuse of the translation tool.
FROM THE LIP: Country radio voters blame farmers - 19/09/2016

From NZ Farmers Weekly
Published 10:11 19/09/2016

In the red corner we had the controversial and outspoken water scientist Dr Mike Joy from Massey University and in the blue corner it was Jacqueline Rowarth, a professor of agribusiness from Waikato University.

Fellowship winner a champion for native languages

From NZ Education Gazette
Published 02:00 19/09/2016

As well as working full-time at UrbanKids, Karine is studying towards her Master of Educational Leadership at Waikato University.

Bringing maketu magic to Kaiti

From Gisborne Herald
Published 09:04 18/09/2016

After high school she went to Waikato University to train as a teacher, having met her future husband Mike Ayton, also a Maketu local, back home.

Waikato teacher recognised at national awards

From Waikato Times
Published 13:37 17/09/2016

Ings graduated from Waikato University as a teacher 10 years ago and taught in a couple of big city schools before settling at Ngutunui Enviro School in the Otorohanga district.

Opus Orchestra offers sublime experience

From Waikato Times
Published 08:36 17/09/2016

That the three were Amalia Hall, who has a string of New Zealand international prizes to her name alongside performing in Europe and the United States, Edward King, graduate of the University of Waikato who has just been appointed associate principal cellist in the Sydney Symphony, and New Zealand-born Holly Mathieson, who is now assistant conductor for the Royal Scottish National Orchestra are New Zealand scholars is a warning signal to philistines.

Outstanding musicians on Rotorua stage

From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 12:00 16/09/2016

Berlin-based, King is a graduate of the University of Waikato, the Leopold Mozart Center (Augsburg), and the University of the Arts in Berlin.
Tauranga chair appointed for High Performance centre

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 09:15 16/09/2016

Tauranga's Stephanie O'Sullivan has been appointed the advisory board chairperson of the University of Waikato Adams Centre for High Performance. ... She was joined on the Board by University of Waikato Deputy Vice Chancellor Alister Jones, University Council member Paul Adams, Bay Venues' Chairperson Peter Farmer and Bay Venues' Director Graeme Elvin.

NZ POLITICS DAILY: Injustice in the justice system?

From National Business Review
Published 15:46 15/09/2016
Also from NZ Herald Opinion, NZ Herald National

Similarly, Waikato University's Leonie Pihama said it was about power: "You have a combination here of race and class.

Zulmira Pinto discusses growing up in a war-torn country

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 20:03 14/09/2016

I came to New Zealand in 2015 and now am studying early childhood education at Waikato University.

Grand Cheval return to 48Hours competition for eighth year

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 19:38 14/09/2016
Also from Waikato Times Entertainment, Auckland Now entertainment

Consisting of core members Cam Neate and Tom Furniss, the crew began when the pair were studying at Waikato University in 2007.

Delegat's sentence about 'race and class'

From Radio New Zealand
Published 08:40 14/09/2016

Leonie Pihama, director of Te Kotahi Research Institute at the University of Waikato, said the sentence given to the 19-year-old was reflective of what was wrong with the justice system.
Exhibition space

From: Otago Daily Times
Published: 08:13 14/09/2016

Artist Heramaahina Eketone, in a collaboration with Otago Museum director Ian Griffin - and picking up on the work of University of Waikato lecturer Dr Rangi Matamua in the areas of cosmology, astrological navigation and meteorological science, in particular associated with Tuhoe - has produced a sculpture from recycled glass to make the stars more accessible to the visually impaired.

Wellington student takes out 2016 Sir Paul Callaghan Eureka Award with vision for algae in Whanganui

From: Stuff.co.nz
Published: 14:15 13/09/2016
Also from: The Press Technology

Dana Lawson from Orewa College, Shalini Guleria from the University of Waikato and Richard Todd of the University of Auckland won highly commended awards.

Professor Rowarth v Dr. Joy - is intensive dairy farming degrading our waterways?

From: The Country
Published: 13:15 13/09/2016

Dr Joy, a Senior Lecturer in Environmental Science and Ecology at Massey University, and Waikato University Professor of Agri-business Jacqueline Rowarth went head to head on the issue in the debate chaired by The Country host Jamie Mackay.

Waikato River inspires musical

From: Waatea News
Published: 11:40 13/09/2016

A preview scene will be performed on September 30 at Waikato University’s Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts.

The Panel with Tony Doe and Damon Salesa (Part 2)

From: Radio New Zealand Audio
Published: 16:05 12/09/2016

Al Gillespie of the University of Waikato talks about the "what if's" in global political reaction to 9/11.
From 9/11 2001 to now

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:42 12/09/2016

Al Gillespie of the University of Waikato talks about the "what if's" in global political reaction to 9/11.

Crown perpetuates violence against Maori over Waitara land

From Waatea News
Published 16:06 12/09/2016

Waikato University academic Dr Leonie Pihama, who is from Te Atiawa, says the crown is perpetuating violence against Maori in the way it negotiates.

9/11 15 Years on, why isn't it the war on terror?

From Radio Live
Published 14:13 12/09/2016

Al Gillespie is an expert in international relations and Professor of Law at Waikato University and Joins Willie and Ali.

Witi Ihimaera to write music drama about the Waikato River

From Maori Television
Published 13:54 12/09/2016

Opera and kapa haka will come together in a new music drama from acclaimed Māori writer Witi Ihimaera, composer Janet Jennings, Tom Roa of Tainui, and the University of Waikato staff and students. ... One scene of the performance has been written and will be performed at the University of Waikato, Gallagher Academy of Performing Arts this month.

‘In the West, we’re relatively safe’ - professor speaks out on terrorism saying the West hardly sees it (3:20)

From TVNZ Video, TVNZ
Published 10:06 12/09/2016

Professor Al Gillespie says nine times more people have died since the war on terror started in 2000.

'There would be a huge novelty value in attacking NZ' - international expert on terror threat

From TVNZ
Published 08:38 12/09/2016

Professor Al Gillespie says on a pro rata basis, a terrorist attack on New Zealand is possible.
Employers committed to staff wellness

From: Rotorua Daily Post  
Published: 16:00 10/09/2016  

The New Zealand Herald reported earlier this year *Waikato University*’s Dr Maree Roche and Auckland University’s Dr Helena Cooper Thomas found the strain of being bullied trumped positive aspects of a job.

Opera stars of the future singing the praises of Hamilton training

From: New Zealand Herald  
Published: 05:00 10/09/2016  

The *University of Waikato*, home to the Conservatorium of Music, this year added a unique new course - the only one of its kind in the country and the closet our young opera singers get to Merola without leaving home. ... Now Professor of Voice at the *University of Waikato*, Dame Malvina is no stranger to training young singers. ... Overlooking Knighton Lake at the *University of Waikato*’s Hamilton campus, the award-winning building opened in 2001 with teaching and performance facilities for music, drama, dance and kapa haka as well as exhibition space.

Morning Rural News for 9 September 2016

From: Radio New Zealand Audio  
Published: 06:22 09/09/2016  

He is in the final six months of his master’s degree at *Waikato University* and spending most of his days in greenhouses collecting and analysing nectar from manuka plants.

Alexander Gillespie: Fifteen years on, we're no closer to winning the War on Terror

From: New Zealand Herald  
Published: 05:00 09/09/2016  

*Alexander Gillespie* is a professor of law at the *University of Waikato*.

Laywers are pulling out of legal aid work - Sir Ron Young

From: Radio New Zealand Audio  
Published: 18:16 08/09/2016  

In a speech last night at *Waikato University* Sir Ron delivered a stinging attack, saying the public's right to a fair system was being put in danger.
**Trans youth as likely to get pregnant as other adolescents**

*From* NZ Doctor  
*Published* 17:28 08/09/2016  
*Also from* Waikato University

*University of Waikato* Thursday 08 September 2016, 04:38PM ... Media release from the *University of Waikato* ... Sexually active transgender youth have pregnancy rates similar to their non-transgender peers dispelling the notion that trans youth aren’t at risk for pregnancy, according to new research led by Dr Jaimie Veale from the *University of Waikato*.

**Massey University drops in international rankings, but still top 3 per cent**

*From* Manawatu Standard  
*Published* 17:19 08/09/2016

Massey was ranked sixth in New Zealand, behind the University of Auckland (81), University of Otago (169), University of Canterbury (214), Victoria University (228=) and Waikato University (324), and ahead of Lincoln University (343=) and Auckland University of Technology (447).

**Political Roundup: Brown lives matter**

*From* New Zealand Herald  
*Published* 16:08 08/09/2016  
*Also from* NZ Herald Opinion

One particularly controversial view was put forward by *Waikato University*'s Associate Professor Leonie Pihama, who says that "Historical trauma caused by colonisation is the root cause of intergenerational issues, particularly child abuse within Maori families" - see Florence Kerr's High rates of child abuse among Maori can be traced back to colonisation, academic says.

**NZ POLITICS DAILY: Do brown lives matter?**

*From* National Business Review  
*Published* 14:50 08/09/2016

One particularly controversial view was put forward by *Waikato University*'s Associate Professor Leonie Pihama, who says that "Historical trauma caused by colonisation is the root cause of intergenerational issues, particularly child abuse within Maori families" - see Florence Kerr’s High rates of child abuse among Maori can be traced back to colonisation, academic says.

**A bright future for the city’s CBD**

*From* Hamilton News  
*Published* 13:07 08/09/2016

*University of Waikato* professor of environmental planning Iain White said a lot had been going on behind the scenes in the past two years which would begin to have a positive effect on the CBD, such as creating a hierarchy of preference for where office buildings should be located. ... *University of Waikato* professor of environmental planning Iain White.
Honorary doctorate for King Tuheitia

From Waatea News
Published 13:08 08/09/2016

*Waikato University* has given King Tuheitia an honorary doctorate as part of its annual Kingitanga Day celebration. ... He has also developed a strong relationship with the *University of Waikato*, and has provided support to the university in terms of its vision for strengthening relationships with Waikato, Tainui and the Kingitanga.

Transgender youth just as likely to get pregnant as other adolescents

From New Zealand Herald
Published 09:50 08/09/2016

*Waikato University* lecturer in Psychology, Dr Jaimie Veale, led the research, which used data from the 2014 Canadian Transgender Youth Health Survey.

Maketu estuary research funding

From SunLive
Published 18:00 07/09/2016

A team of social science researchers from the *University of Waikato* have successfully secured funding for their research on the Maketu Estuary.

University challenged to return $10 land

From Waatea News
Published 17:05 07/09/2016

Speaking at the Social Movements, Resistance and Social Change conference at the university over the weekend, Te Atiawa academic Leonie Pihama from *Waikato University* offered to reimburse Victoria its $10.

Tietjens says NZ needs seven centre, Mount perfect

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 09:31 07/09/2016
Also from NZ Herald National

He believes the *University of Waikato* Adams Centre of High Performance at Mount Maunganui is the ideal place to base a centralised sevens programme.

Skinny models, nudity and bad jokes: Five times Kiwi brands copped criticism

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 16:48 06/09/2016
Also from Southland Times Life and Style

However, *University of Waikato* health education lecturer Debi Futter-Puati disagreed.
Lincoln University improves in international ranking

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 12:42 06/09/2016

Victoria University, Waikato University and Massey University were forth, fifth and sixth.

Canterbury slips, Lincoln improves in international university rankings

From The Press
Published 06:02 06/09/2016

Victoria University, Waikato University and Massey University were forth, fifth and sixth.

World first symposium for new Olympic sports to be held at University of Waikato

From New Zealand Herald
Published 07:32 05/09/2016

A world first symposium designed to help prepare the new Olympic sports coming into the programme in Tokyo in 2020 will be held at the University of Waikato this month. ... The meeting on September 21, organised by Waikato university sociologists Holly Thorpe and Belinda Wheaton, has International Olympic Committee funding and could be the forerunner of similar gatherings around the world as the Games prepares to welcome first timers skateboarding, sport climbing, surfing, karate and one returnee, baseball/softball.

Why NZ needs an "Indian-New Zealander" as the next High Commissioner to India now?

From Indian Weekender
Published 06:47 06/09/2016

Similarly Dr Mark Rolls, Director IRSS programme at the University of Waikato and Fellow of the New Zealand-India Research Institute, also appears slightly apprehensive in commenting that "it is hard to envisage how an early announcement and subsequent taking up of the post, of this nature can, by itself, push the relationship much further."

Rabobank Best of the Country 3rd September 2016

From The Country
Published 11:28 05/09/2016
Also from The Country audio

Professor Jacqueline Rowarth: Is a Waikato University Professor of Agri-business who adds some scientific balance to the Havelock North water debate.
Decades-long wait for gender surgery

From Radio New Zealand
Published 18:40 02/09/2016

University of Waikato psychology lecturer Jaimie Veale, who is transgender herself, said transgender people faced stigma, discrimination and had high rates of suicide.

Heartland: Water threats need facts, not feelings

From National Business Review
Published 11:59 02/09/2016

She has held academic posts at the University of Waikato, Massey University, University of Melbourne, Unitec and Lincoln University. ... Jacqueline Rowarth is Professor of Agribusiness, The University of Waikato and a shareholder in Fonterra

Opposition to sugar tax not just ideology

From The Press
Published 10:29 01/09/2016

Recent research by Waikato University economics professor John Gibson has looked at this very issue.

Philanthropics sharpen focus as Waikato's diversity grows

From Waikato Times
Published 13:25 01/09/2016

Vital Signs is based on the cold, hard New Zealand Statistics data collated by Waikato University’s National Institute of Demographic and Economic Analysis (NIDEA) report and percolated through the views and opinions of more than 400 people at eight community meetings.

Minister Amy Adams to Boards: Cybersecurity is not your IT department’s problem

From CIO New Zealand
Published 09:26 01/09/2016

WATCH: Dr Ryan Ko of the University of Waikato, talks to CIO New Zealand about working in an area of ICT ‘blessed with zero unemployment’

Council threatened over ponds

From SunLive
Published 06:52 01/09/2016

- The development of a research partnership with the University of Waikato to aid in delivery of the above.
Ground-breaking health scholars receive awards

From         Hamilton News
Published    08:59 31/08/2016

Owen, who is studying for a PhD in Engineering at *Waikato University*, is developing a prosthetic hand that can be controlled by the brain and perform the basic functions of a human hand.

Roboshops: unlocking curious minds

From         NZ Education Review
Published    20:36 30/08/2016

Two *Waikato University* academics have secured funding to support their popular Roboshops - school-based workshops that teach children the basics of coding and robotics. ... News that the Government will add digital technologies to The New Zealand Curriculum by 2018 has been welcomed by a pair of *Waikato University* academics who are already ramping up digital capability in low decile primary schools and kura in the Waikato region.

The Country Today - chlorine and cows edition

From         The Country
Published    14:48 30/08/2016

Also from    The Country audio

The *Waikato University* Professor of Agri-business adds some scientific balance to the Havelock North water debate.

Professor Jacqueline Rowarth - don't blame farming for water contamination

From         The Country
Published    13:58 30/08/2016

Also from    The Country audio

Professor Jacqueline Rowarth is usually a *Waikato University* Professor of Agri-business but she has been headhunted by the Environmental Protection Authority.

Helen Clark now unlikely to win UN Secretary General position

From         Radio Live
Published    11:10 30/08/2016

Mitch Harris talks with *Al Gillespie*, Professor of Law at *Waikato University*, on Helen Clark's run for the UNSG job.
Political Roundup: Old school vs new COOLs

From New Zealand Herald
Published 14:49 29/08/2016

For example Alison Campbell, a scientist from Waikato University, says the proposal is "like an untried social experiment with the potential for a lot of brown stuff to hit the fan" - see: COOLs? are they as cool as they sound?

How much sway does the Maori King's speech carry?

From Radio Live
Published 14:11 29/08/2016

Willie Jackson talks with Dr. Bryce Edwards, lecturer at the Department of Politics, University of Waikato, on the Maori King's speech.

Cello-only ensemble sublime

From Waikato Times
Published 10:32 29/08/2016
Also from Waikato Times

Sunday afternoon's experience showcased a group unique to the Waikato University Conservatorium of Music, the cello-only ensemble known as Cellophonics.

A Waikato University law professor says a new wave of synthetic drugs will put further pressure on police resources and legalising cannabis would help

From Radio Live
Published 23:22 28/08/2016

A Waikato University law professor says a new wave of synthetic drugs will put further pressure on police resources and legalising cannabis would help

The importance of soft bottoms

From SunLive
Published 11:12 28/08/2016

A soft bottom expert - Biological sciences professor at the University of Waikato Conrad Pilditch, is talking up the importance of the health of harbour bottoms, mudflats and estuaries at the Tauranga Yacht and Power Boat Club on Monday night.

'How many more deaths do we need?'

From New Zealand Herald
Published 05:00 27/08/2016

Senior lecturer in sociology at Waikato University Maxine Campbell has long advocated for a ban on children on quad bikes.
**Kotahitanga big question for Kingitanga Day**

From Waatea News  
Published 14:43 26/08/2016

Kotahitanga, hauora Maori and language development are on the agenda for next month’s Kiingitanga Day at **Waikato University**.

**National Poetry Day marks 19 years**

From Auckland Now  
Published 12:50 24/08/2016

In Hamilton, poetry and puppies come together in a perfect storm of loveliness at the Poems for Pets reading at the **University of Waikato**, to benefit New Lives Animal Rescue.

**Welcome news for farmers as Fonterra boosts dairy payout forecast**

From Radio Live  
Published 09:50 26/08/2016

Paul Henry talks with Jacqueline Rowarth, **Waikato University** Agri-Business Professor, on Fonterra announcing they will lift their dairy payout forecast by 50cents per kilogram.

**Thousands drinking kava in NZ, but is it a cure or a killer?**

From TVNZ  
Published 05:13 26/08/2016

The Health Research Council has funded a **Waikato University** study looking at the effects of kava on driving and the results of this are due out next year.

**Waikato musician triumphs as top cellist**

From Stuff.co.nz  
Published 17:13 25/08/2016  
Also from Auckland Now entertainment, Waikato Times Entertainment

Seventeen-year-old **Waikato University** Conservatorium of Music student Matthias Balzat has taken top honours in the inaugural Wallace International Cello Competition.

**Zespri scholarships start careers in horticulture**

From The Country  
Published 16:00 25/08/2016

Fellow Zespri scholarship recipient and **Waikato University** business and science student Jack Keeys says the exciting thing about the kiwifruit industry is that it has a strong foundation but with massive growth opportunities.
Our Profession, Our People

From LawTalk
Published 14:47 25/08/2016

*Waikato University* law student Mungo Mason recently returned from a five-day leadership symposium on social change in Hanoi. ... As well as being a student ambassador for *Waikato University* and volunteer sports mentor for the Waikato Academy of Young Achievers, Mungo has also started a social initiative with two friends that lets university students be charitable in a small way.

Domestic fees go up 2 per cent at the University of Waikato

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 13:50 25/08/2016

An extra hundred or so dollars will be added to the student loans of *University of Waikato* scholars in 2017. ... READ MORE: - Rising uni fees 'may be fatal for economy' - International fees to go up 3 per cent at *University of Waikato* - Students told to think about what they get back from their uni fee investment

Waikato University maintains relationship with Kīngitanga

From Maori Television
Published 13:31 25/08/2016
Also from Waikato University

Now in its eighth year, Kīngitanga Day is an annual event that recognises the *University of Waikato's* unique identity, distinctive culture and special relationships with Waikato-Tainui and especially the Kīngitanga.

Massey associate professor wins teaching excellence award

From North Harbour News
Published 11:47 25/08/2016

Brunton says she’s fortunate to have received such great mentoring, including a significant teacher at *Waikato University*. ... Through *Waikato University*, Brunton began with a Bachelor of Social Science, and completed her PhD in Health Communication in 2001.

A huge loss for agriculture's future

From NZ Farmer
Published 10:19 25/08/2016

After long stints at Massey and *Waikato universities* she is moving to the Environmental Protection Authority - to the job of chief scientist where she will explain the science behind EPA decisions.
The threat of zombie towns and lost opportunities

From: Rural News
Published: 07:55 25/08/2016

Jacqueline Rowarth, Professor of Agribusiness at The University of Waikato. ... In a report to the technical leaders group for the Healthy Rivers Wai Ora Project, University of Waikato economist professor Graeme Doole, NIWA catchment scientist Dr Sandy Elliott and director of market economics Dr Garry McDonald have modelled how to achieve the Healthy Rivers Vision: restricting land use is key. ... French interns at the University of Waikato, Lydie Guibert and Samuel Rousseliere (studying law and engineering, respectively, in France) have reported that dairy farmers in France received on average 32,971 euros.

Greg O'Connor: Create gun register, before a mass shooting happens here

From: Newstalk ZB Audio and Video, Newstalk ZB
Published: 21:32 24/08/2016

Police Association president Greg O'Connor and law professor Al Gillespie have urged a Parliamentary select committee to launch a register for firearms.

NZ in danger of another mass shooting following spate of attacks on police, says firearms expert

From: TVNZ
Published: 19:18 24/08/2016

Waikato University professor Alexander Gillespie told the inquiry that 95 per cent of guns in New Zealand are untraceable.

When will gun laws change in NZ?

From: Radio Live
Published: 15:17 24/08/2016

Duncan Garner talks with Professor Al Gillespie from Waikato University, who says it's only a matter of time before we get another Aramoana shooting - unless guns laws change in NZ.

Midland Intercity hockey final results

From: Bay of Plenty Times
Published: 15:00 24/08/2016

Final, Kohekohe 5 (Chad Whitehead 2, Trent Thornton 2, Steve O'Callaghan) Waikato University 2 (Kieran McLean, Paul Hamlin), HT 2-0.
Trusted science voice taking on new challenge

From Rural News
Published 13:55 24/08/2016

Currently the professor of agribusiness at the University of Waikato, she will take that passion to the newly created position of chief scientist for the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA).

New medical campus for Bay of Plenty

From New Zealand Herald
Published 12:31 24/08/2016

"Having an academic campus of Auckland University’s medical school in Tauranga will add further choice to our growing suite of tertiary provision, alongside the University of Waikato’s Tauranga campus development, the significantly expanded Waiairiki-Bay of Plenty Polytechnic and a suite of other programmes provided by locally based private training establishments."

Mass shooting in New Zealand 'inevitable' without action on gun laws, MPs warned

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 11:43 24/08/2016
Also from Dominion Post Politics

Waikato University law professor Al Gillespie told MPs that the risk of a mass shooting in New Zealand was growing due to the threat from right-wing and religious terrorists, along with "lone wolf" attacks as seen in Europe and the United States.

Zespri scholarships open now

From SunLive
Published 06:48 24/08/2016

Fellow Zespri scholarship recipient and Waikato University business and science student Jack Keeys says the exciting thing about the kiwifruit industry is that it has a strong foundation but with massive growth opportunities.

Cutting keystrokes to save farmers millions

From NZ Farmer
Published 14:26 23/08/2016

As eureka moments go, the setting wasn't the most dramatic or theatrical - a dingy Waikato University room and a lengthy lecture about computer science. ... He was at Waikato University working towards a degree and following an interest in genetics and plants - "I thought I would become a plant breeder."
**Nights' Science - Computer Science**

From Radio New Zealand Audio

Published 20:12 22/08/2016

Prof. Mark Apperley from University of Waikato spreads out the silicon chips to expose how computers switch us on...

**Charting a new course**

From NZ Business magazine

Published 18:18 22/08/2016

Also from NZ Business

Dr Colleen Rigby, director of MBA at the Waikato Management School, University of Waikato is summing up the macro trends she sees impacting MBA programmes going forward. ... So how is the University of Waikato’s MBA programme responding to these macro trends? ... - Dr Colleen Rigby, University of Waikato.

**The difficult question of gender identity and surveys**

From Listener

Published 17:33 22/08/2016

A 2008 study by University of Waikato lecturer Jamie Veale reported that roughly one in 3500 New Zealand passport holders can be identified as male-to-female trans, and one in about 22,000 are female-to-male.

**Polycom co-founder's Kiwi ICT Graduate School Masterclass whips up student creativity**

From TechDay

Published 12:04 22/08/2016

The Graduate ICT Masters classes at the University of Auckland and the University of Waikato were connected by direct videoconference link to Rodman's cosy abode where he delivered a lecture on 'practical creativity'. ... The Auckland ICT Graduate School is a joint effort between the University of Auckland and the University of Waikato.

**Instrumental figures performing at cello festival**

From Waikato Times

Published 16:17 19/08/2016

The Waikato University Conservatorium of Music cellist will be more intently focused than ever as he takes on 10 other young musicians from around the world in the semi-finals of the Wallace International Cello Competition.

**Fostering a culture of language learning**

From NZ Education Gazette

Published 02:36 22/08/2016

The study award enables teachers and principals to complete a postgraduate-level qualification in Māori-medium teaching at either Te Wānanga o Raukawa, the University of Canterbury or the University of Waikato.
Hour 3 - Weekend Variety Wireless - 21/08/16

From Radio Live
Published 23:27 21/08/2016

Alison Campbell, biologist Waikato University explains the strange and deep history of human-animal associations and domestication.

Animal Domestication

From Radio Live
Published 23:29 21/08/2016

Alison Campbell, biologist Waikato University explains the strange and deep history of human-animal associations and domestication.

Kupe Scholarship offers study boost for student teacher Suit-Keen Kovati

From Franklin County News
Published 12:01 21/08/2016

The retail hours became too difficult after having children and she decided to re-train, taking up a distance learning programme at Waikato University with a Bachelor of Teaching.

Ministry of Social Development job cut plans could shut kids out of early childhood education, providers warn

From Dominion Post
Published 16:22 21/08/2016
Also from Stuff National News

Campus Creche Trust administrator Tracey Taylor said the centre, based at Waikato University, had about 80 children on childcare subsidies who were there while their parents studied.

Olympians beg and borrow to get to Rio

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 13:49 20/08/2016

Cyclist Julian Dean was a Waikato University student when he competed at the 1996 Atlanta Olympics. ... A Waikato Uni student at the time, Dean had struggled to pay his way to the 1996 Olympics, racing every weekend for US prize money in the lead up to the games.
Cade and Sean's winning formula

From SunLive
Published 11:52 20/08/2016

But both Sean Weenink and Kade Kampshof seemed to get their heads around the Waikato University economics paper. ... Sean was third overall in the Waikato University course and Kade sixth, even though these student are just 17, still in short pants, still at school, still in Year 13 at Tauranga Boys' College. ... At TBC pupils can do economics and philosophy via Waikato University and statistics and calculus via Auckland University.

Instrumental figures performing at cello festival

From Waikato Times
Published 16:17 19/08/2016
Also from Waikato Times Entertainment, Auckland Now entertainment

The Waikato University Conservatorium of Music cellist will be more intently focused than ever as he takes on 10 other young musicians from around the world in the semi-finals of the Wallace International Cello Competition.

Festival welcomes Columbian cellist

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 13:20 19/08/2016

21 year old Cellist Santiago Canon Valencia has had a remarkable career already, sparked off by studies with James Tennant when the young Colombian enrolled at Waikato University at the age of 14. Valencia now plays the world concert circuit, after winning a slew of major awards including the 2010 Beijing International Competition.

Midday Rural News for 19 August 2016

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 13:47 19/08/2016

[00:07:41] Waikato University's professor of agribusiness Jacqueline Rowarth has been appointed chief scientist to the Environmental Protection Authority.

Heartland: In-term holidays devalue education

From National Business Review
Published 09:23 19/08/2016

Jacqueline Rowarth is professor of agribusiness at the University of Waikato

Fresh call for sugar tax follows damning review of child obesity plan

From The Press
Published 16:30 18/08/2016

We're keeping a watching brief on emerging evidence, including from the University of Waikato which is assessing the impact of sugar taxes in other countries."
Cellphones still the weapon of choice for uni exam cheats

From Waikato Times
Published 21:13 18/08/2016

READ MORE: - Massey bans watches from exams in fear of smartwatch cheating - Universities crack down on 'inventive' cheats - Waikato University worst for exam cheaters - Chinese cheats rort NZ universities with fakes - Victoria University busts most cheats

Robots in class teach kids about coding

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 20:39 18/08/2016
Also from Waikato Times, The Press Technology

University of Waikato academics Nilesh Kanji and Garry Falloon are running roboshops in eight Waikato schools with a $30,000 grant through the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE).

Boost for Maketu clean up

From Waatea News
Published 11:36 18/08/2016

A Waikato University project to evaluate the work of Te Maru o Kaituna in restoring the Ongatoro/Maketu Estuary has won funding from the Sustainable Seas National Science Challenge.

Two $15k Zespri scholarships now open

From Rural News
Published 09:49 18/08/2016

Fellow Zespri scholarship recipient and Waikato University business and science student Jack Keeys says the exciting thing about the kiwifruit industry is that it has a strong foundation but with massive growth opportunities.

High performance centre expands

From SunLive
Published 06:47 18/08/2016

Now known as the University of Waikato Adams Centre for High Performance Sports (the HPSC) was transferred to BVL.

Hamilton honours the Māori King

From Newshub
Published 11:47 16/08/2016

He also serves as a patron, chair or appoints individuals to key leadership roles in 56 different organisations, including the University of Waikato and Wintec.
Helen Clark's inspiring message to two Kiwis who have won a prestigious scholarship

From: New Zealand Herald  
Published: 13:37 15/08/2016

Own, 27, is currently studying for a PhD in Engineering at Waikato University where he is developing a prosthetic hand that can be controlled by the brain and perform the basic functions of a human hand.

The history of marijuana and the law

From: Radio Live  
Published: 10:12 15/08/2016

Mark Sainsbury talks with Professor Al Gillespie about the long relationship between marijuana and the law following a new poll which shows 65% of New Zealanders are know happy to see pot legalised.

Omemoetai Football Academy setting new standards

From: Bay of Plenty Times  
Published: 22:00 14/08/2016

"We are really excited that at the moment we can offer certain athletes that qualify access to the (University of Waikato Adams Centre for High Performance), specialised training where we look at them as individuals to improve their game with a strength and fitness coach, physios, sports psychologist and nutritionist to name a few of the things in our programme.

Young voters call on Hamilton City Council to help first-time home buyers

From: Waikato Times  
Published: 12:38 14/08/2016  
Also from: Dominion Post Politics, Stuff National News

Mel Marnane, 23, an accounting student at Waikato University, owns a rental property and says he was lucky to get into the property market when he was a little bit younger and prices were more reasonable.

Afghan heroes honoured in Hamilton ceremony

From: Waikato Times  
Published: 15:57 13/08/2016

But he is 22 now and in his final year of a law degree at Waikato University.
Nurses assessing Westport patients due to lack of doctors

From The Press
Published 07:20 12/08/2016

READ MORE: - Smalltown GP offers $400,000 job and a slice of the business after struggling to recruit - Survey finds concerning senior doctor shortage at Hawkes Bay DHB - GP shortage looming in Taranaki and Midlands Health Network regions - Doctor shortage behind surgery closure - More GPs needed in rural areas, says Waikato University professor

Cambridge Man Jake Bezzant Appointed CEO Of Global Parking Guidance Company

From National Business Review
Published 17:54 11/08/2016

Bezzant has a law degree from the Waikato University and has played cricket professionally and competed nationally in trail bike riding.

Marsden Fund Research Reveals Factors Regulating Toxin Production

From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 17:39 11/08/2016

The research team, co-led by Prof David Hamilton from the University of Waikato and Dr Susie Wood from Cawthron Institute, have been investigating what triggers toxin production in planktonic cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) as part of three-year Marsden Fund project.

People at the heart of a profitable and resilient future for hill country farming

From NZ Farmer
Published 15:33 11/08/2016

Its author, Waikato University economics professor Frank Scrimgeour, said it was so important that establishing a national committee to protect these communities should be considered.

Jacqueline Rowarth: Flaws to idea of reducing dairy herd

From The Country
Published 11:20 11/08/2016
Also from The Country opinion, Northland Age Rural, The Country dairy news, Hawke’s Bay Today rural

- Jacqueline Rowarth is a professor of agribusiness at Waikato University.
**Waikato academic reappointed to PHARMAC**

*From* National Business Review  
*Published* 11:33 11/08/2016  
*Also from* Fuseworks Media, Voxy

_University of Waikato_ governance expert Dr Jens Mueller has been reappointed by Health Minister Jonathan Coleman to a rare third 3-year term as a director of the PHARMAC board, where Dr Mueller also chairs the audit and forecasting committee. ... Dr Mueller has taught at the _University of Waikato_ for nearly 20 years and is an associate professor of entrepreneurship and strategy in Waikato Management School's Centre for Corporate and Executive Education.

**Newsletter: Victoria University impasse on fair pay for general staff**

*From* Stephen Day, Tertiary Education Union (TEU)  
*Published* 10:48 11/08/2016

*Waikato University* students are set to receive a 30 percent discount on city buses when a trial gets underway at the start of the 2017 study year - Waikato Times

**Rower Paddy McInnes still fans Olympic flames**

*From* Hawke's Bay Today  
*Published* 04:43 11/08/2016

"After that I stuck at it for another season but missed out on the under-23 team," he says with a grin, happy to represent his country at the University World Games in Russia in 2013 as a *Waikato University* student.

**Bridget Douglas gives master class in flute**

*From* Waikato Times  
*Published* 09:58 11/08/2016

And, of course, it is the venue for the weekly *Waikato University* Music Department Lunchtime Recitals, of which this performance was one of its gems.

**Why New Zealand does not need more inflation**

*From* National Business Review  
*Published* 08:26 11/08/2016

He holds degrees in economics and political science from Boston University and the *University of Waikato*.

**Herald jounro earns inaugural arts award**

*From* New Zealand Herald  
*Published* 05:00 11/08/2016

Equal Voices Trust and partners *University of Waikato*, Deaf Aotearoa and Bill Hopkins, Hamilton, awarded the Arts Access CQ Hotels Wellington Community Partnership Award 2016, for a partnership between deaf and hearing communities resulting in a ground-breaking bilingual theatre work called Here At The End Of My Hands.
Migrants not to blame for Auckland's house prices, study finds

From New Zealand Herald
Published 17:47 10/08/2016
Also from NZ Herald Property

Any changes to immigration policy by the Government were therefore "unlikely to have much impact on the housing market", the authors of the Waikato University paper concluded. ... But the Waikato University study, which draws on existing New Zealand and international research, reinforces the Government's position that migrants are not primarily responsible for high house prices.

Maori King to receive top city honour

From Waikato Times
Published 17:55 10/08/2016

Tuuheitia is credited with establishing the Waikato-Tainui College for Research and Development, a post-graduate college that works in partnership with Waikato University to deliver the university's MBA programme.

Jacqueline Rowarth appointed as EPA's chief scientist

From NZ Farmer
Published 14:33 10/08/2016

She will resign from her role as Waikato University's professor of agribusiness and start the new position at the end of October.

Cut price public transport for Waikato University students

From Waikato Times
Published 12:31 10/08/2016
Also from Waikato Times News

READ MORE: - 10 years of free Massey student bus partnership celebrated - Wellington students 'desperate' over public transport costs, call for discounted fares - Programme helps south Waikato students study at Waikato University - Free Massey buses provide gains all around

Fergus Hodgson: Country does not need more inflation

From New Zealand Herald
Published 05:00 10/08/2016
Also from NZ Herald Opinion

He holds degrees in economics and political science from Boston University and the University of Waikato.
University of Waikato to spend an extra $15 million on Tauranga campus

From Waikato Times
Published 16:56 09/08/2016

Waikato University will spend an extra $15 million on a partnership campus in Tauranga, on top of the already-promised $10m for the project. ... READ MORE: - Tauranga campus a step closer - $67m Tauranga campus given green light - Marae could be on the move at the University of Waikato ... At a meeting in July, the University of Waikato Council approved the additional $15m of funding.

Tauranga Waikato Uni campus to get $15 million boost

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 16:30 09/08/2016

UNI BOOST: The new Tauranga Waikato University campus is set to receive an extra $15 million. ... An extra $15 million is to be pumped into the new University of Waikato Tauranga campus, including multipurpose conference facilities for the community. ... Waikato University senior deputy vice-chancellor Alister Jones said the extra money would be used to create a "truly iconic" building to meet the needs of the region.

The young cello-playing star putting Hamilton on the musical map

From Listener
Published 15:58 08/08/2016

The driving force behind the festival is James Tennant, senior lecturer in cello at the University of Waikato. ... Waikato International Cello Fest 2016, University of Waikato, Hamilton, August 21-28.

Putting Hamilton on the map

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 13:40 08/08/2016

James Tennant from the Conservatorium of Music at the University of Waikato has put together the biggest classical music event in Hamilton's history.

Rabobank Best of The Country 6th August 2016

From The Country
Published 10:55 08/08/2016

Prof Jacqueline Rowarth: Is a Professor of Agribusiness at Waikato University who says we need to look further than farming when it comes to polluting our waterways.
Extra $15m for Tauranga CBD uni campus
From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 10:14 08/08/2016

The University of Waikato has announced it plans to spend an extra $15 million to produce a Tauranga CBD campus of the highest possible standard.

Tauranga campus’ $15M funding boost
From SunLive
Published 09:54 08/08/2016

The University of Waikato has announced it plans to spend an extra $15 million to produce a Tauranga CBD campus of the highest possible standard. ... The University of Waikato is set to get a funding boost to its Tauranga CBD campus project. ... At a meeting in July, the University of Waikato Council approved additional funding of $15 million, on top of the already-promised $10 million for the project.

Navigating the way ahead: 2016 Kupe Scholars announced
From NZ Education Gazette
Published 00:34 08/08/2016

Te Whaiwhaia Ritchie, PGDip(Psych), BSpLS Raglan, Waikato University ... Currently completing a Master of Teaching and Learning at Waikato University, Te Whaiwhaia holds a postgraduate diploma in psychology, plus a bachelor’s degree in sport and leisure studies from Waikato. ... Now living in Raglan, he was educated at kōhanga reo and kura primary, and has also been a tutor at Waikato University and St Peter’s College, Cambridge.

At the sharp end of the darts trade
From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 18:00 05/08/2016

He completed all his schooling in Katikati, then did a business management degree at Waikato University before working for companies in Tauranga and Auckland in production management planning.

Best in class
From SCREENZ
Published 17:12 05/08/2016

NZ On Air has published the research The Use of New Zealand Screen Content in New Zealand Schools by University of Waikato Associate Professor Geoff Lealand.

Trusted, loyal, friendly, considerate
From SunLive
Published 12:37 05/08/2016

And now the University of Waikato office administrator is paying back.
At the sharp end of the darts trade

From New Zealand Herald
Published 08:50 05/08/2016

He completed all his schooling in Katikati, then did a business management degree at Waikato University before working for companies in Tauranga and Auckland in production management planning.

Collecting, collating history

From Hawke's Bay Today
Published 10:30 05/08/2016

The collection was based on images supplied by the New Zealand Digital Library Project at the Department of Computer Science, University of Waikato and includes the Hawke's Bay title Te Waka Maori which Mullany used for his research.

Robots and drones the future in horticulture

From Nelson Mail
Published 09:26 05/08/2016
Also from Manawatu Standard Business, Taranaki Daily News Business

The Multipurpose Orchard Robotics project is a collaboration between Robotics Plus, Plant and Food Research and Auckland and Waikato Universities with the aim to automate the harvesting and pollination of kiwifruit and apples.

Ngāti Kahungunu tipuna speaks through digital archives

From Maori Television
Published 18:00 04/08/2016

The Niupepa Māori Project has been running online for nearly a year through a partnership between Alexander Turnbull Library and Waikato University.

Newsletter: Rio Olympics 2016

From Science Media Centre
Published 16:43 04/08/2016

Senior lecturer, Sports Science Services, University of Waikato

Alert newsletter 920

From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 16:28 04/08/2016

Inaugural lecture: University of Waikato, Professor Graeme Doole ... "What is the single most effective thing we could do to reduce contaminant loss from New Zealand farms over the next 5-10 years?" asks University of Waikato economist Professor Graeme Doole. ... Organiser: University of Waikato
What NZ’s universities have said about supplying free tampons

From The Wireless
Published 12:56 04/08/2016

A Waikato University spokesperson said it worked with the student union to provide supermarket vouchers from time to time for struggling students, however it was happy to consider any proposals from the Waikato Students’ Union if there was an issue.

Big Read: Here’s how to fix Fonterra

From New Zealand Herald
Published 12:15 04/08/2016

Waikato University’s professor Jacqueline Rowarth even recycles the hoary old chestnut that "New Zealand farmers would be peasants" if they don't have a near-monopoly dairy exporter.

TEDx speakers challenge their listeners

From Indulge Magazine, Bay of Plenty Times
Published 11:47 04/08/2016
Also from Vibe

She says the talks also include: an Iranian-British-Kiwi woman who opens the discussion about politicisation of women's right to wear headscarves; an Arataki-native who is coming from Waikato University to question the psychopathic construct and its role in society; a Samoan-born educator who demonstrates the effectiveness of Pacifika storytelling as an education tool; an engineer who will show us how our historical approach to civilising green spaces and waterways have backfired, and a computer scientist who became a high-tech food entrepreneur during a search for meaning in her life: both trying to re-establish a connection to living in harmony with the planet.

New Olympic Sports

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 09:40 04/08/2016

Kathryn Ryan talks to Dr Holly Thorpe from Waikato University about the new sports announced for inclusion in the 2020 Olympics - Karate, Softball, Baseball and Sport Climbing.

Fire drill at Auckland University an 'opportunity' for deaf students

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 18:12 03/08/2016
Also from Auckland City Harbour News

This is similar to AUT and Waikato University’s policies, although an AUT spokesperson said its fire wardens were specially trained to deal with deaf students. ... Waikato University’s disabilities coordinator said that while there were currently no deaf students on campus, its evacuation process took into account various other reasons a student might not hear an alarm. ... She said that if there was a surge in deaf students enrolling in Waikato University, health and safety policies would be revisited.
Students push universities to supply sanitary products
From Radio New Zealand
Published 17:10 03/08/2016

A Waikato University spokesperson said it worked with the student union to provide supermarket vouchers from time to time for struggling students, however it was happy to consider any proposals from the Waikato Students' Union if there was an issue.

Whangarei soprano finalist in IFC Australian Singing Competition
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 14:44 03/08/2016

Boom is currently based in Hamilton, having recently completed a post graduate certificate in opera studies at the University of Waikato.

The privacy loopholes of work devices
From Waikato Times
Published 14:23 31/07/2016

Anyone given a work device should double-check the employer's rules, University of Waikato law professor Margaret Wilson said, but keeping a separate cellphone and email account for personal use can save some grief.

Nights' Pundit - Religion
From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 20:12 02/08/2016

Religious studies Prof. Douglas Pratt from University of Waikato on one's faith in God or gods...

The Panel with Barry Corbett and Wendyl Nissen (Part 2)
From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:06 02/08/2016

Topics - Jaqueline Rowarth of the University of Waikato talks about the uptake of tertiary study and if it's really necessary.

Uni or work?
From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 16:34 02/08/2016

Jaqueline Rowarth of the University of Waikato talks about the uptake of tertiary study and if it's really necessary.
Former head boy leading the way for change

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 13:30 02/08/2016

*University of Waikato* law student Mungo Mason arrived in Vietnam this week for the five-day event. ... The keen rugby player is one of four *University of Waikato* students taking part.

Hamilton City Council votes unanimously for Momentum theatre rebuild

From Waikato Times
Published 11:10 29/07/2016

READ MORE: Momentum grows for Hamilton theatre rebuild partnership Hamilton donors ride to Founders Theatre rescue Founders Theatre debate: *University of Waikato* suggests its campus Founders Theatre call - knock it down or spend up large

Old Boy in Hanoi for leadership symposium

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 05:30 02/08/2016
Also from Waikato University

Mungo was one of four *University of Waikato* students attending the event. ... As well as being a student ambassador for the *University of Waikato* and volunteer sports mentor for the Waikato Academy of Young Achievers, Mungo has also started a social initiative with two friends that lets university students be charitable in a small way.

The privacy loopholes of work devices

From Waikato Times
Published 14:23 31/07/2016

Anyone given a work device should double-check the employer's rules, *University of Waikato* law professor Margaret Wilson said, but keeping a separate cellphone and email account for personal use can save some grief.

The science behind a predator-free NZ

From The Press
Published 09:52 01/08/2016

*University of Waikato* doctoral student Bridgette Farnworth is looking into whether light could be used to help keep nocturnal rodents away from conservation areas.

Huia Hamon: A Deliberate Viewpoint

From NZ Musician Magazine
Published 08:24 01/08/2016

Huia met Chris Chetland in 2005, when his outfit Baitercell opened for Shapeshifter in Hamilton, while she was studying publicity and communications at the *University of Waikato*. 
Captain of industry desperate to fight for little guys

From Hawke's Bay Today
Published 19:19 31/07/2016

WAIOROA-BORN captain of industry Tenby Powell first wanted to be a psychologist when enrolling at Waikato University. ... Other public roles in addition to his many private investment and management duties are: chairman of Waikato Link, the commercialisation and technology transfer company of the University of Waikato of which he is a distinguished alumni; chairman of Aldera, a New Zealand company dedicated to creating diversified solutions for the animal health industry; chairman designate of uniPartners, a proposed Australian public company focused on the creation of start-up companies from university research and member of the New Zealand Sector Workforce Engagement Programme, a government body to support businesses access to skilled staff.

Individual rights regarding work devices

From Dominion Post
Published 08:15 31/07/2016

Anyone given a work device should double-check the employer's rules, University of Waikato law professor Margaret Wilson said, but keeping a separate cellphone and email account for personal use can save some grief.

Colonisation-abuse link considered

From Waikato Times
Published 15:44 30/07/2016

Associate Professor Leonie Pihama of the University of Waikato.

Making an impression

From SunLive
Published 08:36 30/07/2016

And upstairs there's an exhibition called 'The Universe' - offering 22 works from the University of Waikato's collection by New York-based New Zealander Max Gimblett.

Researchers on the path towards pest-free NZ by 2050

From TVNZ
Published 06:16 30/07/2016

Waikato University student Bridgette Farnworth says in the Northern Hemisphere "artificial light has a real negative impact on rodent behaviour".
Underwater glass lift proposed for Napier's National Aquarium

From Dominion Post
Published 11:36 27/07/2016

The project was being led by Napier City Council, in partnership with Hawke's Bay Regional Council and Waikato University, as well as several other public and research organisations.

Alert newsletter 919

From New Zealand Royal Society
Published 18:48 28/07/2016

The University of Waikato has launched a new scholarship for high-achieving school leavers. ... Te Paewai o Te Rangi: The University of Waikato Scholarship for Outstanding Academic Achievement is worth up to $25,000 over three years and will be awarded on the basis of academic excellence, leadership potential, and community citizenship.

Hamilton City Council votes unanimously for Momentum theatre rebuild

From Waikato Times
Published 18:27 28/07/2016


READ MORE: Momentum grows for Hamilton theatre rebuild partnership Hamilton donors ride to Founders Theatre rescue Founders Theatre debate: University of Waikato suggests its campus Founders Theatre call - knock it down or spend up large

Masterplan to boost Bay economy

From Hawke's Bay Today
Published 12:13 28/07/2016

The project is being led by Napier City Council, in partnership with Hawke's Bay Regional Council and Waikato University, as well as several other public and research organisations.

Soprano aiming for victory in top opera competition

From Waikato Times
Published 13:44 20/07/2016

A Sir Edmund Hillary Scholar at Waikato University, where she is studying French and German, she is also a Dame Malvina Major Emerging Artist with New Zealand Opera and performed as Papagena in New Zealand Opera's recent season of The Magic Flute in Wellington.
Underwater glass lift proposed for Napier's National Aquarium

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 11:31 27/07/2016
Also from Taranaki Daily News Business, Manawatu Standard Business

The project was being led by Napier City Council, in partnership with Hawke's Bay Regional Council and Waikato University, as well as several other public and research organisations.

Brothers-in-arms at the sheep breeding frontline

From NZ Farmer
Published 11:08 27/07/2016

He's completing an MBA at Waikato University.

Proposal for Aquarium to include marine research

From Hawke's Bay Today
Published 10:17 27/07/2016
Also from NZ Government, Voxy

The project is being led by Napier City Council, in partnership with Hawke's Bay Regional Council and Waikato University, along with several other public and research organisations.

Australian medical research investment fund signs up Kiwi members

From National Business Review
Published 10:50 26/07/2016
Also from Yahoo, ShareChat, NZ City

Brandon Capital's new New Zealand investment manager Duncan Mackintosh was most recently chief executive of Waikatolink, the University of Waikato's commercial arm.

New centre launched to create data tech platforms and retain young NZers

From TechDay
Published 11:06 26/07/2016

As a nationally collaborative organisation, INTERACT is being hosted by AUT with key research partners including the University of Canterbury, Lincoln University, Massey University and the University of Waikato, together with Callaghan Innovation and Opus International Consultants.

Bay students awarded scholarships

From SunLive
Published 08:29 26/07/2016

Te Whare, Desma and Lanne Jensen are from Rotorua and study at the University of Waikato, University of Canterbury and Te Wananga o Aotearoa respectively.
Alexander Gillespie: Clark still in the race despite early setback

From New Zealand Herald
Published 05:00 26/07/2016
Also from NZ Herald National

Rising uni fees will be fatal for our economy

From Stuff Nation
Published 19:24 25/07/2016
Also from Stuff Nation

READ MORE:- University of Auckland students rally against fee rises- How to save for your children's university fees- International fees to go up 3 per cent at University of Waikato

Local Maori scholars awarded prestigious scholarship

From Rotorua Daily Post
Published 17:05 25/07/2016
Also from Te Maori

Te Whaiwhaia Ritchie, PGDip(Psych) BSpLS, Raglan, Waikato University ... Currently completing a Master of Teaching and Learning at Waikato University, Te Whaiwhaia holds a Post Graduate Diploma in Psychology, plus a Bachelor Degree in Sports and Leisure Studies from Waikato. ... He has been a tutor at Waikato University and St Peter's College, Cambridge.

Spread the good words: Authors to assemble for Book Month events

From Waikato Times
Published 11:33 19/07/2016

Moffatt is a Waikato University senior lecturer whose writing has covered many subjects, including the history of pianos in New Zealand.

Song Quest runner-up Filipe Manu: mum helped my dreams come true

From Auckland Now
Published 11:58 25/07/2016
Also from Waikato Times Entertainment, Stuff Entertainment News

After looking into courses around New Zealand he landed himself a scholarship with Waikato University.
BOP Steamers Mitre 10 Cup draw

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 15:00 24/07/2016

Tickets are available for purchase online at www.boprugby.co.nz, at the Bay of Plenty Rugby Union offices, in the University of Waikato Adams Centre for High Performance at Blake Park, Mount Maunganui, and at the Rotorua Convention Centre, Fenton St, Rotorua.

Transgender children plan for their future by preserving their fertility

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 01:10 24/07/2016
Also from Southland Times Life and Style, Stuff Lifestyle News

Veale is a psychology lecturer at the University of Waikato, teaching and researching transgender health.

Road to Rio: Sean Horan, NZ Women's Sevens coach

From Bay of Plenty Times
Published 13:00 23/07/2016

The University of Waikato Adams Centre of High Performance at Mount Maunganui's Blake Park is the regional base for both men's and women's sevens.

Legal appeal holds sway for young couple admitted to bar

From Northern Advocate
Published 06:00 23/07/2016

So both ended up studying law at Waikato University, forged a relationship, and were admitted as barristers and solicitors in the High Court at Whangarei yesterday with close family and friends in attendance.

Universities bust more than 80 exam cheats

From New Zealand Herald
Published 05:00 23/07/2016
Also from Otago Daily Times, NZ Herald National

On top of those figures, the University of Waikato caught six cheaters across three academic years, but refused to provide a breakdown by year.

Wish we'd thought of that: it's better living everybody!

From Idealog
Published 18:05 22/07/2016

A collaboration between the Universities of Waikato and Auckland, GNS Science, Callaghan Innovation and TiDA (previously Titanium Industry Development Association), has culminated in a research project to commercialise titanium production.
Ex-Aucklanders escape commutes and cost of living

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 16:39 22/07/2016
Also from Waikato Times

In Hamilton, he can park at the University of Waikato for $2 a day and a traffic jam is getting stuck behind a tractor. ... Five years later, the 38-year-old is a research projects manager at the University of Waikato and says the opportunities outside Auckland might surprise those who live in the big city.

Post-it and Pokemon crazes combine at University of Waikato

From Stuff.co.nz
Published 13:44 22/07/2016
Also from Waikato Times Entertainment, Auckland Now entertainment, Waikato Times News

Larger than life Pokemon are covering windows at the University of Waikato in a mash-up of two crazes. ... While many trainers are out in the streets hunting Pokemon thanks to the release of Pokemon Go, the ones at the University of Waikato student centre won't go anywhere fast.

Brexit halts Pathways sale

From Hamilton News
Published 11:35 22/07/2016

The deal to sell Pathways College at the University of Waikato has fallen over at the final hurdle after the buyers pulled out over uncertainty following Britain's decision to leave the European Union.

Morning Rural News for 22 July 2016

From Radio New Zealand Audio
Published 06:26 22/07/2016
Also from Radio NZ audio

The professor of population health at Waikato University, Ross Lawrenson (interviewed), says in the central region almost 50% of rural GPs are aged over 55.

AUT's new technology centre

From Idealog
Published 17:05 21/07/2016

Key research partners are the University of Canterbury, Lincoln University, Massey University and the University of Waikato, together with Callaghan Innovation and Opus International Consultants.
Healthy water more than nice
From Waatea News
Published 16:48 21/07/2016
Linda Te Aho from Waikato University's Te Piringa law faculty is speaking at today's biennial Te Oniao conference in Rotorua for tangata whenua from the Bay of Plenty and Waikato regional council areas.

Developing New Zealand norms to assess health outcomes
From NZ Doctor
Published 13:31 21/07/2016
University of Waikato Thursday 21 July 2016, 12:53PM ... Media release from University of Waikato ...
University of Waikato masters student Samantha Williams is looking at developing a better understanding of the longer-term impact these injuries have on New Zealanders.

Why weather forecasters make economists look good
From Rural News
Published 10:55 21/07/2016
- Jacqueline Rowarth is professor of agribusiness, The University of Waikato.

Newsletter: Tertiary Update Vol 19 No 25 - Brexit saves Waikato Pathways College
From Stephen Day, Tertiary Education Union (TEU)
Published 11:12 21/07/2016
Waikato University has decided not to privatise its foundation studies course for the moment.

Soprano aiming for victory in top opera competition
From Stuff.co.nz
Published 13:44 20/07/2016
Also from Waikato Times Entertainment, Auckland Now entertainment
A Sir Edmund Hillary Scholar at Waikato University, where she is studying French and German, she is also a Dame Malvina Major Emerging Artist with New Zealand Opera and performed as Papagena in New Zealand Opera's recent season of The Magic Flute in Wellington.

NZ poor suffering under punitive welfare system Massey uni study argues
From North Shore Times
Published 10:59 20/07/2016
A new textbook by Massey University and the University of Waikato argues that over the last 20 years the welfare system in New Zealand has sunk to a cruel, unconstructive entity that reinforces the idea of those in need as failures.
Housing Minister Nick Smith says first-home buyers in Auckland need to be patient

From  Stuff.co.nz
Published  08:59 20/07/2016

A report from Waikato University revealed migration that the Government controls (ie.

Team Hodor wins New Zealand Cyber Security Challenge

From  Geekzone
Published  19:18 19/07/2016

They came from across the country to take part in the third New Zealand Cyber Security Challenge last week at the University of Waikato, and Team Hodor walked away the winner. ... Michael also won scholarships to the Faculty of Computing and Mathematical Sciences at the University of Waikato.

More GPs needed in rural areas says Waikato University professor

From  Waikato Times
Published  18:03 19/07/2016

Others clock up kilometres in a daily commute to the towns where they work, says University of Waikato professor of population health Ross Lawrenson.

Grassy threat to project

From  SunLive
Published  11:36 19/07/2016

The design has already been modified following discussions with the Licence Parties who include; Tangata Whenua, Tauranga City Centre businesses/retailers, Event organisers, Water space users (including vessels working from Fisherman's Wharf, Mooring owners and water sport organisations), The University of Waikato Marine Research Centre.

Spread the good words: Authors to assemble for Book Month events

From  Auckland Now
Published  11:02 19/07/2016

Moffatt is a Waikato University researcher whose writing has covered many subjects, including the history of pianos in New Zealand.